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Abstract

Studies were conducted on semiconductor doped filter glasses which have

been observed to exhibit third order optical non-linearity. This NLO behavior.

switches on and off in sub-picosecond times. However, the switching time, the

NLO coefficient and the operating temperature are affected by the microstruc-

ture of the precipitated CdS and CdSe semiconductors. Studies were conducted

to examine the crystal microstructures developed in these filter glasses and I

to correlate them with the optical properties of the semiconductors. There !. o

appears to be a potential for an increase in NLO coefficient by a factor of 10

to 1000 with the development of a suitable microstructure. Reshlts and impli-

cations of the studies are presented. Studies on thin films of semiconducting

CdS showed that microstructure can be controlled by suitable sputtering condi-

tions. Strong exciton transitions were observed and have a high potential for

NLO behavior. Composite thin films of CdS semiconducting crystals confined in

a glass matrix were formed by co-evaporation. This is a novel method which - .

produces quantum-confined exciton behavior and promises very high NLO coeffi-

cients. However, the lack of suitable instrumentation due to a severe funding

cut in the third year has made impossible to measure the NLO coefficients of

these films.

Studies of the phase separation behavior of fluoride glasses were con- %

tinued in the system: CdF, LLF. A F3 . PbF 2. Two levels of phase separation

were observed, consisting of a 1ari* microstructure of isolated spheres 3-10

im in diameter, and a very sma. .-'rconnected microstructure resulting from %,F

secondary phase separation. T-e ana..-ss of phase compositions is expected to

yield new glass compositions ttq ', h phase stability. A paper "p.

reporting these results has beerA. *;-e. for publication by the Journal of

the American Ceramic Society.
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Abstract

Studies were conducted on semiconductor doped filter glasses which have .

been observed to exhibit third order optical non-linearity. This NLO behavior

switches on and off in sub-picosecond times. However, the switching time, the .

9NLO coefficient and the operating temperature are affected by the microstruc-

ture of the precipitated CdS and CdSe semiconductors. Studies were conducted

to examine the crystal microstructures developed in these filter glasses and

to correlate them with the optical properties of the semiconductors. There

appears to be a potential for an increase in NLO coefficient by a factor of 10

% to 1000 with the development of a suitable microstructure. Results and impli-

cations of the studies are presented. Studies on thin films of semiconducting

CdS showed that microstructure can be controlled by suitable sputtering condi-

tions. Strong exciton transitions were observed and have a high potential for

NLO behavior. Composite thin films of CdS semiconducting crystals confined in

- a glass matrix were formed by co-evaporation. This is a novel method which

produces quantum-confined exciton behavior and promises very high NLO coeffi-

cients. However, the lack of suitable instrumentation due to a severe funding

cut in the third year has made impossible to measure the NLO coefficients of

these films.

Studies of the phase separation behavior of fluoride glasses were con-

tinued in the system: CdF2 , LiF, AlF 3 , PbF 2 . Two levels of phase separation '

. were observed, consisting of a large microstructure of isolated spheres 3-10

.im in diameter, and a very small interconnected microstructure resulting from

secondary phase separation. The analysis of phase compositions is expected to

yield new glass compositions with very high phase stability. A paper

reporting these results has been accepted for publication by the Journal of

-N' the American Ceramic Society. •*
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Introduction 'U

The research program has consisted of six tasks, arranged in such a way I

that research is not conducted on all six tasks simultaneously but rather, it U.

flows from task to task as the research progresses.

p Task I - Investigations of Non-Linear Processes in Semiconductors

Task II Fundamental Studies of Sol-Gel Microengineering Processes for
Digital Optical Circuits

Task III - Device Physics Studies of Multiple Faced Fabry-Perot Cavities
I

Task IV - Computer Simulation Studies of Systems Designs

Task V - Phase Instability Processes in Fluoride Glasses

Task VI - Investigation of Parameters for the Formation of Optical 'U'

Fibers from Sol-Gel Solutions

U"

Tasks I and II -

Tasks I and II have received the majority of our research effort in the

past three years. Under these tasks, we have conducted a study of the

mechanisms which lead to non-lii.ear optical behavior in 2-6 semiconductors,

which are currently the most promising NLO materials both in bulk form and in

thin film form. Results are reported below. Five papers are in preparation.

Tasks III and IV

Tasks III and IV on device design were conducted initially and were

completed as reported in the FY 85 report. We have designed Multiple-Face

Fabrv-Perot cavities for all optical logic operation. Further work in this

area requires the development of non-linear optical (NLO) materials. We have

prepared a pacent application which is awaiting a release for prior work from

the Office of Naval Research.

%..



e Task V

p Task V has been continued for three years, although the incremental

-a funding is usually available for only three months of each year. Our studies
-a

of the immiscibility phase instability in fluoride glasses have concentrated

on the system PbF-)-CdF 2-LiF-AlF 3. We have measured the extent of phase-

separation in several compositions. Our research has led us to show that this

system also exhibits secondary phase separation, and that crystallization

*results as a direct product of the phase separation process. Four publica-

. ,tions will result (two are in print, two are in preparation).

., Task VI

Studies of conditions for drawing optical glass fibers from sol-gel

** : J solutions were ended in 1985 with the identification of aging and solution

preparation conditions for optimum spinnability of fibers. This completed the

*I scope of the program and no further work was conducted on this Task in the

remainder of the contract.

2
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Report of Results

A. Foreword N

N: The research covered by this grant extended over three years from October % '

1, 1984 to September 30, 1987. Six tasks as described in the Introduction

were covered. The major goals were:

(1) to investigate optical processes in 2-6 semiconductors which enhance
optical non-linearity

(2) to study the fabrication and microstructure properties of these NLO .

P-N materials

(3) to study phase-instabilities in fluoride glasses.

The contract was begun as the principal investigator, J. H. Simmons,

joined the faculty at the University of Florida, and the research went through

a period of nucleation which consisted of setting up the optical testing

laboratory and training new students. This was reflected in the first year

progress report.

The third year of the contract was conducted at a severely reduced

support level which had the effect of preventing measurements of non-linear

I
- optical coefficients in the sample prepared due to a lack of an adequate laser

* source. The measurements could not be conducted at other laboratories due to

the highly specialized nature of the tests. A system is being assembled at

- Bellcore Research Laboratories, which will enable us to conduct the necessary

tests.

-~ On the whole, however, this was a very successful research project. We

0%
IN.

non-linear optical logic operations. The parallel processing architecture is

3
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simple and takes advantage of the desirable characteristics of NLO devices to

produce massively parallel processing of data signals.

The two new materials developed have shown strong exciton resonances and

quantum confinement effects. Both of these combine to yield non-linear

optical behavior with a high coupling coefficient at room temperature. The -

first is a totally novel material made as a glass-CdS composite thin film.

Recent measurements at Bellcore Laboratories have found this material to be

the best current candidate for NLO applications. The second material is made

up of specially treated commercial filter glasses. We have developed process

modifications which promise to yield similar materials with high NLO behavior.

• We expect to implement these processes in the fabrication of a new composite b

if this research is continued. During this project, we graduated one Ph.D.

and two M.S. students in the Department of Materials Science and Engineering'.

The Ph.D. graduate is currently employed at Bellcore Research Labs, in Red

Bank, N.J. with the Optical Devices Group. His group was so interested in the

research conducted under this contract, as reported below, that he will

continue working on this project, thus conducting the effective transfer of

technology from University to Industry which AFOSR encourages.

The research conducted under this grant has been reported in 12 journal

articles and over 25 oral presentations. The 12 journal articles are listed

below:

1. "Non-Linear Optical Composite Materials, Using CdS," J. H. Simmons, E. M.
Clausen, Jr. and B. G. Potter, Jr.," Science of Ceramic Chemical
Processing, (3rd Ultrastructure Conference).

2. "Quantum Size Effects in CdS-Glass Composites," B. G. Potter, Jr. and J.
"A H. simmons, submitted to Phys. Rev. B..

3. "Resonance Raman in CdS and CdSxSel_ x Composites with Glass," B. G.
Potter, Jr. and J. H. Simmons, in preparation for Optics Communications.

4,
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4. "Band-Gap Structure Modifications from the Size Confinement of CdS and
CdSxSeix Crystals in Glass," in preparation for the Journal of the
American Ceramic Society.

5. "Optical Properties of CdS Thin Films Prepared by RF Magnetron

Sputtering," E. M. Clausen, Jr. and J. H. Simmons, in preparation for the
Journal of the American Ceramic Society. e..

6. "Non-Linear Optical Properties of Co-Sputtered Semiconductor-Glass
Composites," E. M. Clausen, Jr. and J. H. Simmons, in preparation for
Applied Optics.

7. "Phase Separation in a ZrF 4 -ThF4 -Based Glass," J. H. Simmons and C. J.
Simmons, Materials Science Forum 5, 265 (1985).

8. "Immiscibility and Crystallization in Heavy Metal Fluoride Glasses," 0. S
H. El Bayoumi, C. J. Simmons, M. J. Suscavage, E. M. Clausen, J. H.
simmons, Materials Science Forum 5, 263 (1985).

9. "Liquid-Liquid Immiscibility in Mixed ZrF4-ThF4 Glass," C. J. Simmons and

J. H. Simmons, Journal of the American Ceramic Society 68, C-258 (1985).

10. "Phase Stability of CdF 2-LiF-AlF 3-PbF2 Glasses," 0. H. El Bayoumi, C. J.
Simmons, E. M. Clausen, Jr., M. J. Suscavage, J. H. simmons, accepted for
publication, Journal of the American Ceramic Society.

11. "Primary and Secondary Phase Separation in CdF 2-UF-AlF 3-PbF2 Glasses," M.
S. Randall and J. H. Simmons, submitted to the Journal of the American O
Ceramic Society. % -Z

12. "Phase-Separation Induced Crystallization in CdF2 -LiF-AlF3 -PbF2 Glasses,"
M. S. Randall and J. H. Simmons, in preparation for the Journal of the
American Ceramic Society.

B. Tasks I and II -Optical Properties of 2-6 Semiconductor Materials for
Non-Linear Optical Behavior.

The research conducted in these two tasks culminated in a successful

achievement of the three-year goals.

At present CdS single crystals at 1.2°K have shown the best NLO charac-

teristics, but single crystal are not suitable for applications and the

. temperature is too low. We have studied processes which will allow us to make

easily fabricated semiconductor-glass composites which can maintain the single

crystal properties and operate at room temperature. This work has great

5 a'
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jr om ise, we nlow or It and ne if! It. 1 :r r

% i on new materiaks . abr: . .on' , e nn i k_s . ... ".t. . .-. . '

semiconductor-glass 1omposi'es nave a h, tlanF t>.. . .I e

% properties. We now know how . rod: ' .. ..

1. Studies of Quantum :onfinement .n emnuu 'r- .as MiP .

This work was divided int.) two :ars:

- (a) Studies of the c onfinement effect Anu s r gir: . -'

- semiconductors.

(b) Fabrication of new materiais.

T1is research in part (a was completed at tte en(a .t r: nrt z "  
-

results are discussed below.

* The second part of this research, part Ib) was (onducted using ;orwier

cially available glasses. Controlled heat-treatments showed that excil n

%'* behavior could be developed over a wide range of energies, using 4uant!,n.-

-. confinement effects and crystal stoichiometrv variations. These mater-als

have exhibited a very large NLO coefficient with rapid on and off swit,.hing

rates. However, high power tests conducted at the Lniversit, of Arizona

V revealed a low damage threshold which is associated with fabrication

conditions. It is the current consensus, between our laboratories and those

of Drs. George Stegeman and Dr. Colin Seaton at the University of Ao zona,

that no glasses commercially available today satisfy the requirements for L6

applications and that there is a great need for new fabrication efforts.

Our studies have shown the direction to follow in producing the new

glass-crystal composites, and this approach will be implemented if this

research is continued.

6
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.. er 'w were no abl toe~

an cul find not e aorat wit

_.-:>a- t 'i -e T '.i.nness 1-. set up the proper tests. This lack of .0

rs ra! eI ) ur atempr s at working toward a patent on this

* e, lw pe rt me:hs research on th is work is presently at

U -~e.'F e~e~i' ar rires in Red 3ank, N.J. and they have consented

I i;' .~.sMe test ing apparat-us for preliminary non-li near optical

ie,:ceepnen t Af parallel processing optical architecture and the

*mu.' ,:~ie-fac.e_ _ross-point switches which form its elements was finished in

~tite firs -.ePar -f 'his project. Much of the background research was conducted

* whle 'e Prnuip linvestigator was at the Naval Research Laboratory. The

work was reported in detail in the first annual report and a patent applica-

fio)n has b)een prepared for submission through the University of Florida. We
70
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are presently awaiting clearance from the Naval Research Laboratory before

submission.

D. Task V - Phase Equilibria in Fluoride Glasses. .%I

This research was funded on a supplementary funding basis from the RADC P,

* research laboratories at Hanscom AFB, MA. We had great difficulties with

handling these funds, as they always arrived very close to the end of the

fiscal year. There was always much uncertainty about our being able to use

them. Therefore, proper planning of the research was difficult.S

Nevertheless, Catherine J. Simmons and Michael S. Randall donated their

time to the project, and we were able to meet all the goals, to the great satis- -a

faction of Dr. El Bayouii from RADC. The research results are presented below. S

E. Task VI -Sol-Gel Processes for Continuous Fiber Drawing.

The research conducted in this task was also a supplementary project, "

conducted in the first year, and completed in that year. The results were

included in an M.S. Thesis by Mr. R. S. Sheu and are described in the first

annual report.

F. Detailed Description of Results.

Below are the texts for three theses which describe in detail the results

of the research conducted on Tasks I and II and Task V.

J.

8
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API. CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION A,

Optical Signal Processing

With the very intense development of optical communications in

recent years, the need for integrated optical systems for the

.9processing of optical signals has greatly increased. To take full

advantage of the speed and information bandwidth available at optical

frequencies, an all optical system is desired. All of today's systems

.1 ~ operate by the high bandwidth transmission of optical signals in

optical fibers, followed by conversion to lower bandwidth electrical

signals before any processing, such as amplification and multiplexing,

can take place. The limiting drift velocity of charge carriers in a

semiconductor and the capacitive coupling between adjacent elements

present the fundamental limit for processing speed in these systems.

Also, the serial nature by which the electronic data must be
.4

manipulated presents another speed barrier. An alternate approach

would utilize optical bistability and optical switching demonstrated in

-. certain materials for all-optical modulation, detection and

% multiplexing. Optical switching is achievable with materials which

display a third order nonlinear susceptibility. A third order

susceptibiiity leads to an intensity dependent index of refraction or

absorption. This nonlinear refractive index can exhibit onset and

decay on a very fast time scale, which makes it an attractive



2

phenomenon for optical signal processing. With the proper material,

all optical operations could conceivably be carried out in a monolithic

thin film, which would act as a guiding medium with both active and

* passive regions. An optical communications fiber could be coupled

directly to this thin film, thereby fully utilizing the speed and

bandwidth of the optical signal.

A complementary application of an integrated optics technology

which utilizes optical switching would be in the area of high speed .

logic operations for the next generation of computers. Logic gate %

r operation has been demonstrated with several materials which exhibit ap

nonlinear optical susceptibility and optical bistability. A few of

these gates have been shown to switch on a subnanosecond time frame,
N5S

which is competitive with present day high speed electronic systems.

The primary advantage of the optical gate is the possibility of

parallel processing on the fundamental logic cell level, which adds

tremendous speed advantages over electronic systems. Most optical

computer designs today are based on integrated optics, in which the

active regions consist of arrays of bistable devices arranged with a s

high spatial density. A high density of gates is possible because
-. 5

optical gates are not subject to capacitive coupling, thus making

possible massive parallel processing without the connection problems

encountered in today's electronic systems.9

Nonlinear Optical Materials

A large number of architectures have been proposed for both

computer systems and multiplexing circuits based on optical switching.
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While this field has greatly advanced, there is, however, a very great

need for suitable materials and systems. Many materials exhibit a

third order nonlinear susceptibility,1 but very few have the

characteristics necessary for an integrated optics system. A few of

the semiconductors which have been investigated include InSb, GaAs,

GaP, CdS, and CdTe. Most of these semiconductor materials which show

optical switching have been investigated in bulk form. Only the

I-. multiple quantum well (MQW) structures made from gallium arsenide are

the notable exception and are made in thin film form.2 This material

is perhaps the most promising today for use in optical signal

processing systems, primarily because its nonlinearity occurs at the

same wavelength as the semiconductor lasers which are currently

available. For an integrated optical system this is an essential

consideration because most of the processes which produce the nonlinear
I,.

susceptibility require laser light of energy near the band gap of the

* material.

Equally important considerations, however, include the value of

- the nonlinear coefficient, the switching speed, and the absorption

coefficient, since these values determine how much power is required to

switch the device, and how fast recover': will be. Low power ,Verat.on

is essential for any large scale integration, although the figure of

merit (FOM) most often quoted is given by

FOM __ n____.__

where n- is the nonlinear index, i s the switch-off t me, and i s 'ne

absorption coefficient. )bviously the larger the FOM the mere

F.

, j,
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attractive a system is. MQW gallium arsenide has an additional

advantage of room temperature operation, but suffers from a slow
fS

switch-off time and very large absorption. There are other materials

*which have been shown to exhibit a much larger nonlinear effect than

MQW gallium arsenide. A material which has been demonstrated to exhibit

one of the largest nonlinear coefficients is cadmium sulfide CdS. 3  '

The large coefficient was obtained by saturating a bound exciton !eve,

in the band gap.' The mechanism which leads to the large exciton %

%4P

saturation effect in CdS is central to this dissertation and will be %
'a

described in a subsequent section. However, only a very few groups

have looked at CdS, and no one has either investigated the bound

exciton saturation mechanism in thin films or explored the possible

applications in integrated optics.

The most important consideration for any practical nonlinear

application is the temperature at which the nonlinear process

Ipredominates. To the present day the largest nonlinear coefficients are

onl; measured at very low temperatures. For example, the large

coefficient obtained by saturating the bound exciton level in CdS

occurs at 2' K. Since the binding energy of the bound exciton only l

corresponds to a few millielectron volts, the state is thermally

annihilated at higher temperatures, and the large nonlinear effect

disappears.

The electronic structure of the band gap, however, may be altered

t, permit access of exciton .evels at higher temperatures bv

contro-ing the phvslcal size of the material. The phenomenon bv which S

this occurs is known as juantum confinement. 'When the crystal size of

a-.-



1:. 5
a material is on the order of the radius of the exciton state, new

boundary conditions can distort the translational motion of the

exciton, its binding energy and the individual orbits of the electron

and hole. At this size the electron and hole interactions with the

-~ crystal surface begin to govern the electronic properties of the

- semiconductor. Quantum confinement also occurs in the MQW structures

of GaAs; however the exciton is only confined in one direction. A much

ft. stronger effect occurs when the confinement is in two or three

dimensions.

Thin Films

A study of CdS thin films was chosen for a number of reasons: 1)

Ivery few semiconductors which display a nonlinear susceptibility have
been tested in a thin film form, despite the potentially dominating

role in applications. 2) Cadmium sulfide displays one of the largest

.. excitonic saturation effects, and thus the influence of film structure

due to deposition conditions or subsequent treatments could be

investigated. 3) Quantum confinement effects and their interaction with

the perturbation of the exciton absorption process are of great

interest to the future of nonlinear optical developments and

* -applications. Cadmium sulfide promises to offer a means of studying

both the effects and their interplay with the development of the thin

* *~:filan structure. 4) Since the energies of the exciton states correspond

.* to wavelengths in the visible part of the spectrum, the experimental

optics for the measurement of these states is simplified, and many
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investigative tools become available for following the underlying -S

processes.

The study of any thin film for this application should start with

* examining the properties of the bulk material which contribute to the

specific origin for the nonlinear effect. In the case of CdS this

means looking at the electronic states of the material which lead to

the presence of excitons. These states have been thoroughly examined

for more than 30 years and they are probably the best understood in

this material. Exciton states have been shown to occur in thin

epitaxial films, but no one has investigated the presence of these

states in polycrystalline thin films, nor have the effects of

preparation conditions on the excitonic transitions of a thin films

been investigated. The objective of this study therefore is to 0

determine how exciton states would occur in polvcrvstalline thin films

of the material, how they are affected by structure and formation ,

conditions, and how size variations and grain boundary structures might

affect their energy level structure.

A supplementary part of this study will investigate the

possibility of producing thin film structures consisting of a glass 0

matrix with small isolated crystals whose sizes matched those needed to

develop quantum confinement effects. The investigation will use

spectroscopic techniques to determine if quantum confinement effects 0

can be induced on the exciton states in the material. The objective is

to produce a thin film of semiconductor doped filter glass.

The process of quantum confinement has been and still is under

:%" investigation in bulk semiconductor doped filter glasses, which have % '
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received considerable attention lately for nonlinear optics .'.- d

application. These are crown base glasses which contain one or two %

percent of CdS or mixtures of CdS and CdSe. It has been postulated

that the semiconductor crystals exist in the glass matrix as finely

dispersed microcrystallites, which are small enough to permit quantum

confinement effects to occur. This effect is still not well understood -

and has not been clearly demonstrated. Many authors have observed

energy shifts that may be due to compositional effects rather than

microstructure size. However, it appears theoretically that with

sufficient confinement, the exciton state will be accessible at room 0

temperature. ,...

.. ...x:.

r= t .C'=~s

,,-,,-,,, -

p.Z .%e



CHAPTER II

THEORY OF NONLINEAR OPTICS

Nonlinear Optical Susceptibility

":"The nonlinear refractive index which is observed in certain

'p...-

semiconductor materials is a result of an electronic polarization which

%, is induced by the interaction with a monochromatic radiation field.

The susceptibilities of the polarization determine the values of the

experimentally measured optical properties. To understand the

-- ,["relationships between the susceptibilities and the optical properties

i we must first consider the electro-magnetic field, E, which is given by

.°.

" ""E(t) = E(w)e - i wt  + E (.,)ei 'j
t ( )

The resulting polarization has frequency 
components at all multiples cf

:'-. s +/-, but considering only those that occur at

".° P( ) = '(1)E(-) + X(2)[E]E( ) + X(3)[E]2E( ) + .( . )

¢" The first term in the series, X
( l) is the linear susceptibility and by

T susing first order perturbation theorn,
5 the linear dispersion of the

Srefractive 
index below the band gap can be calculated. The hiher

I, 8.',,E.t) ,,'..i---,-E"""", "- -"(2.1)
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V.

order terms in the series are the nonlinear susceptibilities, and

although their magnitudes are much smaller than the first term, under

"* very high field intensities a number of different effects can be

fobserved. For non-centrosymmetric crystals (i.e. crystals without an1-

inversion center), under appropriate conditions, the second order term

is manifested as two different effects. The first is a quadratic

variation of the refractive index with applied voltage, which is known

as the Kerr effect. The second is the generation of a second harmonic

radiation field. Second harmonic generation is a very useful effect

for doubling the frequency of a laser beam. Both of these effects have

, "'many important applications; however, the primary interest of this

study is the effects which lead to the third order term (3). One

consequence of the third order term is the generation of a third

harmonic radiation field. For the current topic of this study,W
"- "however, the manifestation of this term as a nonlinear refractive index

is of primary interest. The relationship between the third order

susceptibility and the nonlinear refractive index can be understood by

first considering basic dielectric theory for the displacement of a

charge in response to an applied electric field:

"D() = E(+) + 4P() E E(w) (2.3)

where D(w) is the frequency dependence of the displacement and E is the

complex dielectric constant. The variable, c can be defined as
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c (n + 2(2.4)

where ca/2w is the extinction coefficient. By combining these two

qequations a relation between the polarization and the index of

refraction can be written. -

(n + ica I + 47 PG~i)/E(w) . (2.5)0
2w%

'he nonlinear susceptibility can be defined by expansion of the

rerractive index in ter-is of the intensity I, of the radiation inside

the sampie:0

n =n 1  n-,I + n 31 2 + (2.6)

Next we assume that the extincti-on coefficient is very small compared

t T . hen b;using equations 2.5 and '-6 and expanding the terms,

n7 ly(:.7

inall weasm n smc salrtann n y oprn

coeffC4 ets o L'E2 an
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There are essentially four electronic processes which can produce

a reactive nonlinear susceptibility in semiconductors. These are known

as 1) the induced free-carrier plasma, 2) the dynamic Burstein-Moss

effect, 3) the direct saturation of interband excitations, and 4) the

saturation of exciton absorption.5 Of these 1 and 2 are the most

commnonly studied, 3 occurs in most direct band gap semiconductors, and

4 is the most promising for high speed operations. All four processes

can occur in some materials. The most dominating process which is

observed depends somewhat on the material, but mostly on the particular

L experimental setup and measurement temperature. As shown in Table 1,

different processes result in widely different values of the reported

nonlinear index and saturation intensity.

The four processes listed above basically describe how the

transitions between different levels in a semiconductor and the

saturation of those levels result in the observed nonlinear

susceptibility. Depending on the band structure of a material and the

particular wavelength of light used for the analysis, one of the four

processes will dominate. The one process that can occur in near-',,

every semiconductor, however, is the induced free-carrier plasma.

Assuming that photo induced transitions produce electron-hole pairs,

the number of these free carriers will be intensity dependent.
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:3

2ecending )n the recombination time and the absorption coefficient

a, the stead,; state density of free carriers will be given by

, .a

C1 T

N = R (2.1o)

hS

Once these carriers are formed, they are allowed to diffuse and form an." A

electrn-hole plasma. The plasma will respond to an applied electric

. el: ano -he resulting undamped oscillations will produce a
%_-p

;olar:zaton which can be related to the index of refraction through .

-ne ielectric constant
6  0

n 4 T N e(2 1

5v ;se -.t euat:on .D, The nonlinear refractive index for a plasma

can te written as

- 2 ne(2.12) ,.0

3
n m

U'-

"'A-

,0

", %-"%

,.- 'U
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where n is the refractive index of the material without the plasma and

m *is the effective mass. The transient susceptibility is determined

' -S by the time it takes for the free carriers to build up; however, this

can be a very short time. This process will also occur at room

'4" temperature. The disadvantage of this process for nonlinear optical

\ .5'applications is that the effect is very small because there is no

coupling between the states, and therefore no resonance effects take

'.~ ".'-place. The process also can suffer from a very slow recovery time

because the recombination time in certain semiconductors is on the

order of Psec.7

Another process that is based on an intensity dependent free

carrier concentration is the dynamic Burstien-Moss or blocking effect.

Again a steady state density of charge carriers is given by equation

2.10; however, the origin of the absorption is not considered

explicitly. At low temperatures the carriers are assumed to thermalize

by a phonon scattering process so that they fill the bottom of the

conduction band. The top of the valance band becomes empty and the

* . shift of the effective band gap to higher energy becomes intensity

dependent. In association with this shift there must be an intensity

dependent contribution to the refractive index. 5 This is because the

filled conduction band effectively blocks absorptive transitions, and

the blocked transitions no longer contribute to polarization and

refraction. Also, some type of unspecified Coupling takes place

between excited states, so that the effect is enhanced somewhat. The

nonlinear refractive index for this process is given by
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n2 (BM) = I e P 2 N (2.13)
2 3 n h w h(wG w )I

UG

where N is the free carrier density given by equation 2.10, P is a

momentum matrix element, and wG is the effective band gap. For
."

nonlinear optical applications the advantage of this process is that

the occupied states are closer to resonance so that a larger n2

results. There also is the possibility that this process can occur at

energies below the bana gap, as saturation of excited carriers can be

produced not by direct optical absorption, but by scattering from other

excited states.6 The one disadvantage of the process that is similar.

to the induced plasma process is that the interband relaxations

required for decay of the state can be very slow. In some materials a

faster decay process can occur by scattering to intraband transitions,

which effectively relaxes the system by transferring the population to

other states.
6

*" Another mechanism for the nonlinearity observed in some materials

is by a direct interband saturation process. This process assumes that

the band structure in a direct gap semiconductor can be modeled as a

set of uncoupled two level systems which are homogeneously broadened by

a dephasing time T2. Homogeneous broadening means that the individual

transitions are indistinguishable. The T2-Lorentzian broadening

results in absorption below the band gap and excitation into the T2 -

broadened "band-tail" is assumed to be responsible for the nonlinear

refraction.6 At some high level of intensity the two level system

should become saturated, and associated with this saturation is a

Nt.
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nonlinear contribution to the refractive index. 5 The nonlinear index

of refraction for this process is expressed by

1 e P 4 1 2 X %

h3  hw 15 n -c

-3/2 .'

( 2 m ) ( )G/2 ( ..

* h

where c is the relaxation time, and c is the speed of light. The

advantage of this process for nonlinear applications is that the

effective nonlinear refractive index is inversely proportional to the

band gap energy, so for small band gap materials this process leads to

a very large effect. As indicated above, the broadening results in an

effect which occurs below the band gap energy, so absorption losses are S

reduced. The disadvantage of utilizing this process is the same as for

the other two processes; in some materials there is no fast mechanism

for decay of the excited state. 0

The final process that will lead to an electronic nonlinear -

refractive index in certain semiconductors is the saturation of bound

exciton levels. These particular defect states are characterized by a 0

very narrow transition linewidth, which is comparable to atomic

resonances. A bound exciton is an associated electron-hole pair that

is bound to an impurity site. The oscillator strength of the bound S

exciton, which is related to the polarizabilitv, is extremely large in

comparison to oscillator strengths of molecules.' :n addition, there

is a very high density of oscillators, which contributes to a very S

large nonlinear effect. The absorption transition of the hound exc, "n



is modeled as a saturable two level system, inhomogeneously broadened

by a T,~ dephasing time. The transition linewidth is inhomogeneously

broadened because excitons bound at different locations see different ..

w. %,%

envirorinents.4 An inhomogeneous lx broadened system is described as a

distribution of groups or classes of transitions, and within each class

the transitions are assumed to be identical (homogeneously broadened).

The saturation of the inhomogeneouslv broadened system does not depend

r- % I

on the homogeneous lineshape function, but rather on the linewidth of

thse "oo eneous pacet. This means that the saturation intensity

is inversely dependent upon the dephasing time T- as shown by 0

3i Pt--

.• .°,

0%

= 2 its n h 1)

where ( To e2.16)

and is the ratio of the radiative lifetime to the spontaneous deca

time, which is u1sual>: taken as equal to one. In semiconductor s'.stems

the dephasing time is on the order of 0.1 psec,' which means that ver'

low saturation intensities are required to saturate bound excit-on

transitions. The importance of the saturation intensatu o will be

described in a following section; however, a small value indicates that

the nolinear refractive index is ver tearge, as the two are inverse.-.

proportional 'see equation :25)%. As shown in Table 1, in CdS a

saturation intensit 2 as smal as 26 W/cm2 has been measured, wh-i

I 2.15

.- 2.

corresponds to ni value of r.3 X 10i cmt 1 This is the largest n

%

". -
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value ever reported. Additional advantages of bound exciton saturation

are that the state decays by a radiative transition and the lifetime is

"

on the order of 500 psec. This would make for a very fast, low power

switch. Also, since the excitons are bound to defect sites, there are

no carrier diffusion problems, which in the other three processes tend

to wash out the effect. The one primary disadvantage of utilizing this

process is that the strongest exciton resonance occurs at 2' K. As the

INt

temperature is increased, the transition broadens, thereby requiring a

larger saturation intensityv and hence a smaller n2 is observed. In

addition, since the exciton binding energy is only a few millielectron

volts, the state is thermally annihilated at higher temperatures.

As previously described the process of quantum confinement could

be used to access exciton levels at higher temperatures if the physicalS

size of the material could be made small enough. Multiple quantum well

structures produce quantum confinement in one direction because the

structure is made up of alternating layers in which the layers act as "

infinite potential wells and the layer thickness is smaller than the

excition radius. Although the excition is not confined in the other two

lirections, the effect is strong enough that honlinearity can be

observed at room temperature. The effect would be larger if

confinement was made in the other two directions.

, srucureis ade p o alerntinglayrs n wich he ayes at a

infiitepotntil wels nd he ayerthiknes i smalertha th

.-.
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Optical Bistability I

The primary means for measuring nonlinearity in materials is p,* "

%%

through an internal feedback device known as a Fabry-Perot

interferometer. The saturation intensity of such a system is the

intensity at which the gain of the feedback saturates. This is the

point at which optical bistability occurs, and from the saturation

intensity and the interferometer parameters the nonlinear index of 0

refraction can be determined.

The Fabry-Perot consists of a cavity formed by two plane parallel, '

highly reflecting mirrors. The transmission of monchromatic light •

through the device is determined by the optical path length of the ...

cavity. If the cavity is not tuned to the wavelength of the light, ..

then a transmission of 1 % results. When the optic-' path length is

exactly equal to an integer number of wavelengths, then a resonance

effect occurs and the output intensity from the device reaches nearly

100 % of the input intensity. A diagram of this process is shown in

Figure 1. The optical path length is determined by the physical length

d, times the refractive index n of the material within the cavity. The

condition for resonance therefore is given by B

2 n d m k (2.17) .

where m is the integer order number.

,,-.,,%* ....-.-. ,- ,,....... , .......... ,
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Figure 1 Schematic diagram of a Fabry-Perot inter-erometer showing
how interference of the forward and reverse beams changes %g- %
the output intensity 9
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When the cavity does not satisfy the above requirement, then a -

linear relationship will exist between the incident and transmitted

intensity. If a material with a nonlinear refractive index is placed

in the cavity, then a positive feedback loop will occur where the L

refractive index and the light intensity become mutually reinforcing..

As the incident intensity is increased, a change in refractive index

occurs which brings the device closer to resonance, which further

?I
increases the intensity inside the cavity, which further changes the

index, etc. This continues until a saturation intensity is reached, at

which point a phase shift to resonance occurs within the cavity and the

transmitted intensity suddenly increases.Z

The ratio of the incident intensity to the transmitted intensity .,.

as a function of the phase shift 6 is given by the Airy function A(e)

I
t -A(E)) (2.18)

where

A(8) ____________(2.19)

I F sin-(5/2)

and F is related to the reflectivities of the mirrors R by

4 R
F ________ (2.20)

( 1 - R2
I R
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Figure 2 Descriptions of the operation of a Fabry-Perot. a) plot of

the Airy function as a function of the phase shift 6,

reflectivities r, and the finesse F; b) transmitted image

4 from a high finesse Fabry-Perot.5
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Figure 2a displays how the relative transmitted intensity and the b

sharpness of the transition is related to the reflectivities and

finesse of the cavity. As the reflectivity of the mirrors is

IP decreased, the finesse is decreased and the transition at the critical

phase shift broadens. When the reflectivities and the finesse of the

cavity are large, then the transitions are sharp. For these

conditions, the transmitted image from a diffuse source through the

Fabry-Perot will appear as a series of sharp concentric rings, as shown

in Figure 2b.

i For a nonlinear Fabry-Perot, however, the Airy function must be

slightly modified to account for the nonlinear index by

A(8)F (2.21)()NL 2 .'
I + F sin( E Ilef f  -6) ' .

99

where T is a constant describing the nonlinear refraction,10 and leff

is the effective mean intensity within the cavity. The total Fabrv-

Perot fractional transmission can be written as
I0

4e

2
1 R ( 1- A ) A(e)NL.2

T NL(2.22)

......................................

-...............
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where the intensity absorption per pass A is given by

-ad

A 1 -e (2.23)

and a is the absorption coefficient. A second equation can be written

which is parametric in Ieff for the Fabry-Perot transmission:10

ad (I R 1 A leff

A 1 R ( I A )0I

.5

""f

The condition for optical bistabilitv can be determined by 2,

simultaneously solving equations 2 .. and 2.24. A graphical solution..,

Sof these eutoswhich shows the cieonfor otclbistability i

shown in Figure 3.,.

i- The critical intensity Ic for the onset of bistability is given by '

the intensity I. which gives more than one intersection with the line

• and curve. This is the intensity at which the saturation of the "'

• "."" feedback occurs. Once this saturation is achieved, it is found that if -'-[j

the input intensity is reduced, the output intensity does not drop 0

~until a finite decrease in the input has occurred. In other words, a

hysteresis effect is observed. T7he switching between the two intensitvy..

levels can be considered as a change in logic state. The nonlinear

'.]. Fabry-Perot interferometer therefore can be used as an optical logic '"

o9
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gate. The great interest for logic gate applications is that the

switching between the two levels can occur on a subnanosecond time

A period in some materials.

* The saturation or critical intensity !c is found to be inversely

proportional to the nonlinear refractive index and is given by

1 1 (2.25)
-'C .,- .

where

3 n
" 3= 2( 2.26) i

2S

.and ais a figure of merit value for the cavt'', re'ating The

refrect:-itles of 'he wc mirr-rs and the atlenuat:on D' o gnt as

passes ri-ugh the cavt';. quation 2.25.nid:ca-es -at - xe"

a ., sman, sat ra: 7 ntensltv -rres:,0K s i .-ze

° i... -•
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The value of n. is what actually determines the phase shift but aspe
indicated by equation 1. l, the figure of merit for nonlinear optical P

applications also includes the switching times and the absorption

coefficient.

Voi
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.0 CHAPTER III

BACKGROUND - BIBLIOGRAPHICAL REVIEW

Bulk Properties of Cadmium sulfide

Nearly all of the early work on cadmium sulfide was carried out on

single crystal platelets which were made by a chemical vapor phase

growth process. The natural crystal structure of cadmium sulfide is

hexagonal wurtzite, although single crystals of the cubic zincblende

structure have been fabricated. Within either of the two crystal

structures it is possible to have regions which are made up of the

alternate crystal structure. The transition from a hexagonal to a

cubic lattice or visa versa can occur through a well known twinning

ii mechanism,12 in which the twinned region is bound by stacking faults.

The twinned regions can be manifested during deformation of the crystal

or under particular growth conditions, although it is difficult to

differentiate these two sources when crystals are grown from the vapor

phase. In either case, the two crystal structures do not have a center

of symmetry or inversion, which leads to the unique properties of

noncentrosymmetric crystals such as piezoelectricity, pyroelectricity,

and third order optical susceptibility.

Another important physical property of CdS is the stoichiometry of

the crystal. Very little work has been done on the defect chemistry of

CdS; however, the work done on other II-VI semiconductors such as Zn;

and CdTe indicates that the range of nonstoichiometry at room

temperature is very small, e.g. 0.01 to 0.1 %.13 Early work by Collins

28
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which involved sulfur atmosphere heat treatments and electron

bombardments, showed that sulfur vacancies were the predominant native

defect and that they acted as the recombination center responsible for

* the green edge emission associated with CdS luminescence. 14 Other

studies which investigated impurity doping effects are described in a

following section on photoluminescence.

A detailed knowledge of the band gap structure of CdS has come 0

from the extensive study of exciton states. Cadmium sulfide is found

to be a direct gap semiconductor with a band gap equal to 2.59 eV at 0°  %.

K. The wurtzite lattice of the material is described by a p-like t

valance band consisting of two gamma-7 states and one gamma-9 state,

and a s-like conduction band made up of one gamma-9 state. A diagram

of the band extrema is shown in Figure 4. The three states in the S

valance band are also known as the A, B, and C free exciton states.

These intrinsic exciton states are modeled as Wannier excitons; -.e. 

I the electron and hole behave like a hydrogen atom. The orbital S

movements of the electron and hole are determined by their effective
Vs..

masses within the band extreme. As shown in Figure 5, the solution for

the wave function of this model results in a series of discrete a

parabolic bands below E which merge into a continuum at higher

energies. 1 5  Because of the unique band structure of this material

there are a large number of possible exciton states. Any of the 9..

exciton energy levels (i.e. n=1,2,3, etc.) can be associated with the

three primary states (A,B and C) in the valance band. In addition, any

one of these free excitons can be associated with an impurity center, -

...................................................... 2
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forming a bound exciton complex, which will have a lower energy than

the corresponding free exciton. .1
.-.,.,-

Of all the Il-VI semiconductor materials, the exciton states in

bulk CdS have been studied the most and are perhaps the best

understood. Reflection, absorption, and luminescence studies dating

back to the mid-fifties have investigated the exciton states in this

material. Excitation of the states can be accomplished by either 0

electron bombardment or by photon absorption. When the emission is due

to the latter process it is known as photoluminescence and the results

reported for CdS are detailed below. 0

Photoluminescence of CdS

When CdS is excited by photons of energy greater than the band gap

the characteristic luminescence which results form the decay of excited

states is shown to consist of two primary emission bands. The first,

known as the "green-edge emission" is due to the edge emission of

various states in the band gap, i.e. shallow donor-acceptor

recombinations. Studies of the edge emission of CdS were made by

Kroger as early as 1940.16 At a slightly higher energy, a band known

as the "blue-edge emission" occurs and is due to emission from free and

bound exciton complexes. 17 A typical low resolution spectrum

displaying these two bands is shown Figure 6, and a high resolution S

spectrum of a portion of the blue band is shown in Figure 7. la.

intensity of the bands is dependent upon the polarization of the - -*

incident light with respect to the c-axis of the crystal.

:KKI .
,..,9.,-.:
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Figure 6 Low resolution photoluminescence spectrum of CdS single
crystal showing "green-edge" emission due to band edge
recombinations and "blue-edge" emission due to excitons.
Figure shows emissions are dependent upon the polarization 0
of the excitation source.'8
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Figure 7 High resolution photoluminescence spectrum of CdS single":'" '

crystal at 4.2* K, showing bound exciton peaks for
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The exciton states were first extensively studied and

characterized by Thomas and Hopfield.19 They have shown that within
4%

the higher energy band a number of sharp luminescence lines occur which

p correspond to transitions of both free excitons (A, B, and C) and

excitons bound to neutral donors or acceptors. A designation of I1 was

given to excitons which are bound to neutral acceptors and 12 was given

to the excitons bound to neutral donors. These two peaks are labeled •
.WJ.

in Figure 7. The distinctions between the various transitions were

made by using the Zeeman effect. When a strong magnetic field is

imposed on the sample, many of the luminescent lines split due to the

spin moments of the ground and excited states. From the group theory

19of bound complexes, they were able to assign the transitions to the

different defect states. 0

A later study by Henry, Faulkner, and Nassau showed for the first

time donor-acceptor pair lines in the photoluminescence spectra of

CdS. 2 0 These pair lines are narrowly spaced transitions which were S

observed in the green-edge emission band and correspond to closely

spaced donor-acceptor pair-recombination bands. Again the confirmation

of these lines was made by Zeeman experiments. The significance of the

study is that for the first time direct spectroscopic evidence for the

existence of these states was made. This is important point because in

the study by Thomas and Hopfield it was assumed that these states must

exist based on the Zeeman experiments, but they had no direct evidence. . -

Henry, Nassua, and Shiever studied the impurity doping of CdS and

showed that Na and Li are the only shallow acceptors that can act as S

substitutional impurities.21 These shallow acceptors give rise to the

V•
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I, bound exciton that was described by Hopfield and Thomas. Usually

two I, lines are observed, and by varying the doping level these

authors proved the lines to only be due to Na and Li. High purity

crystals grown in clean reactor tubes were found to only exhibit the

ll(Li) line. When Na was added a considerable broadening of the II

line occurred, but as successive runs were made in the same tube, these

authors showed the Na line could be resolved. Doping with K, Rb, or

Cs, only resulted in a sharp ll(Li) line, and P was found to give a

complex shallow acceptor. The identity of the shallow donor level

responsible for the 12 bound exciton could not be determined; however,

the authors showed by donor-acceptor pair line splitting that the donor

was not a native double donor such as a cadmium vacancy, or a sulfur

interstitial. The authors reasoned that the donor may be Na or Li 0

interstitials because of the small size of these atoms, and when

crystals are heavily doped, they become highly compensated.

Unfortunately they were unable to prove the identity of the donor. 0

Later work by Henry and Nassau involved measuring the

spectroscopic lifetimes of the two bound exciton complexes.-2 They

were basing their work on another study by Thomas and Hopfield which

showed the measured oscillator strength of the bound excitons to be

very large, which meant that the radiative decay of the weakly bound

exciton would be very fast. Thomas and Hopfield determined an 0

oscillator strength of 9 +/-2 corresponding to a radiati'= lifetime of

0.4 +/-0.1 nsec. 2 3 This oscillator strength is about 104 greater than

the strength of a free exciton. I I Henry and Nassau with their

experimental setup were able to measure a radiative lifetime for the I-)

.'A)
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exciton to be 0.5+/-0.l nsec. The very fast decay time of this state

is what makes CdS so attractive for nonlinear optical application.

Resonant Raman Scattering in CdS

Further studies of exciton levels in CdS have involved the

measurement of multiple phonon scattering from exciton states. Leite,

Scott, and Damen found that the scattering of longitudinal optical (LO)

phonons was enhanced when the scattering-phonon frequency coincided

with that of excitons. 2 4 They were able to show up to nine orders of

resonant Raman scattering occurring at frequencies shifted less than 1% S

from multiples of the 305 -m- line (the first LO line). These authors

were not able to determine the identity of the exciton state (i.e. free

or bound) which was acting as the intermediate state for the resonant

scattering in this study, butin a latter paper by Leite, Scott, and -$

Damen free excitons were proven to be the primary intermediate state. 5

S They also showed that bound excitons participated as intermediates by 0

observing phonon sideband features on the photoluminescence of the -'.

bound excitons. The I, exciton was found to be a stronger resonant

. state compared to the 1i bound exciton. 0

In a more recent paper bv Mashshenko,61 the temperature dependence

of the LO and 2LO lines associated with the A exciton were

investigated. At 77' K the A-LO phonon predominates the emission, but 0

as the temperature is increased to 110' K, this line decreases and the

A-2LO line increases. This increase in the 2LO line indicates that an
"-'.

increase in the probability of a two-phonon process occurs at high 0

temperatures.

-%..
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Nonlinear Suscevtibilitv of CdS

Even with the obvious advantages of using CdS for nonlinear

optical applications, very few groups have investigated this material.

* "The primary amount of work in this area on CdS has been carried out by

Dagenais. 3'4'11  As would be expected from the large oscillator -

strength of the bound exciton, a very large nonlinear refractive index

results when this level is saturated, and the decay time is very short.

By use of a Fabry-Perot arrangement and a narrow bandpass tunable dye -

laser, Dagenais reported a cw saturation intensity for this level of

only 58 W/cm 2, which corresponds to a nonlinear index of refraction of

1 X 10-4 cm2 /W.3  In a later publication, Dagenais and Sharfinll report

that by using a high finesse Fabry-Perot, a saturation intensity of

only 26 W/cm2 is required, which for the experimental setup corresponds

to a nonlinear refractive index of 2 X 10-2 cm2 /W. They also reported

a switch up and switch down time of one and two nanoseconds

respectively. These are the largest values of a nonlinear refractive 0

index ever to be reported.

Other work on CdS has been done by Bohnert, Kalt, and

Klingshirn. 2 6 They did not, however, study nonlinearity by exciton •

saturation, but rather by the formation of an electron-hole plasma.

High intensity laser pulses of energies 4ust above the band gap energy

were used to stud,; this effect. By measuring the temporal line shape 0

of the transmitted Laser pulse they were able to determle the

renormaization of the band gap due to the formation of an electron-

hole plasma. Because this is a much smaller effect, intensities of 120 S

kW/cm were required to produce a change in the transmitted pulse.

0
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CdS Thin Films

Vacuum Deposition

2% A great number of studies have investigated the thermal

3evaporation of CdS for the deposition of thin films. Although all thin

films for this study were deposited by RF-magnetron sputtering, some of

the results of these investigations are relevant to the present work.

Many of the studies of thermal evaporation were undertaken to research

the electrical properties of CdS thin films, although some optical

properties have been studied. The problem is that most of these

studies present results which both show differences from single crystal

results and also differ from each other.27 The reasons for the

discrepancies are related to the difficulties in evaporating CdS, which

lead to problems with maintaining stoichiometry and crystal structure

in the deposited films. The difficulty in evaporating adS, as well as

other chalcogenide compounds, is that complete dissociation of the

compound occurs during evaporation.28 If too high a temperature is

used, then the compound will dissociate incongruently and because Cd

has a higher volatility than S, non-stoichiometric thin films result.

Source temperatures between 650' and 7000 must be accurately controlled

to avoid excess cadmi.um.28,29 Due to differences in the sticking

coefficients of Cd and S, a non-stoichiometric thin film will also

result if the an improper substrate temperature is used. Cook and

Christy 2 7 have found that if fused quartz substrates are used at

."

temperatures greater than 200' C, then non-uniform films result. In

comparison, Wohlgemuth et al. 2 9 have found that if the substrate is

• ° t
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cooled to LN, temperatures, then an a..mrpn.us S

rich.

The optical properties of CAS thin films are -erntra- . -~

study; however, the reported results for vacuum -varr :4epcs-e.-,

films are found to vary greatly. Most notably :s h~e varlat-cn 7,-.e

reported optical band gap and absorption coefficient, and -e

calculated index of refraction. Some of these differences can be

realized by examining Figure 8 and Figure 9 which show the refractive O

index and absorption coefficient obtained by several authors. 29

Referring to Figure 8 the results for single crystal CdS obtained by; %

Cardona and Harbeke30 are given by curve a. Curve b is fo-r

polycrystalline film deposited onto fused silica at 180' C- b,; Khawa'a

and Tomlin.3 Curve c corresponds to a pol';crystal'line film also

deposited on silica at 180' C by Wohlgemuth et al .' and curve - is fo-r

an amorphous film deposited at LNN2  temperatures bt; aohl emu t e a'-.

3The same authors correspond to the same curve letters or ':ne reported

absorption coefficients shown in Figure 9. As shown 7FIgu Jre -n.

results by Khawaja and Tomlin show the ciosest resemolarnce s- _

crystal results, while the Wohgeuth et a'. resul.s snow a ar(e.: "

difference. In contrast, as shown in Figure 3, the ansrarcti:n

coefficient of polycrystalline films depose be; an te i

model single crystal results best. The highest differe ns .b

studies were deposited at high temperatures, atc.: nr

study by Cook and Christy retorts sd iuhar -

temperature depositions.fices obvti s a vera a

deposition technique results .n si c.ye iir

.- U - ". -

and ] _m__.
3 1

Cure ccorespndsto po'/cystii'ne ilma~ . 0
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properties. This is probably due to differences in thin film

microstructures, which in the above studies were only determined by X-

ray diffraction. No direct measurements (i.e. electron microscopy)

were used to examine thin films.

Although some of the optical properties of evaporated thin films

have been investigated, albeit there are differences in the results, .. '.%

apparently very few studies have been made of the photoluminescence of •

thin films produced by this technique. Christmann et al. 3 2 describe

evaporation deposited epitaxial CdS films which displayed both green e

and blue edge luminescence. This is one of the first studies to relate S

both the morphology and composition of thin films to the observed

photoluminescence. Thin films were deposited on cleaved surfaces of

SrF 2 at temperatures from 210
° to 310 ° C. Variation of the 0

supersaturation by controlling either the source temperature or the

substrate temperature resulted in three basic morphologies. At low

supersaturations, smooth CdS thin films were produced which only

displayed broad band green photoluminescence. By decreasing the

substrate temperature or increasing the source temperature, films were

produced which displayed a structure with many hexagonal flat tops. •

These films showed green edge emissions and very low intensity blue

edge emissions. Finally, at very high supersaturations, films which

displayed a morphology with many hexagonal pyramids were found to show S

very intense blue edge, or bound exciton photoluminescence.

Through cathodoluminescence and microprobe studies it was

determined that the hexagonal pyramids were cadmium rich, and they did •

not contribute to the luminescence. Only the areas adjacent to the

A•' A..% * °%.,
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hexagonal pyramids were found to show bound exciton luminescence. The

pyramids were thought to have nucleated from Cd droplets, and as they %

grew, the adjacent areas were depleted of cadmium. The required donor

states for I, bound excitons were therefore provided by cadmium

vacancies. Other films were found to be uniformly slightly cadmium

rich, and it was thought that cadmium interstitials were responsible

for the broad band photoluminescence.

Humenberger et al. 33 also reported thin films which displayed

bound exciton luminescence. These films, however, were made by a hot-

wall epitaxial technique, which is similar to the vapor phase technique •

used to make bulk single crystal platelets. Films were deposited on

BaF2 substrates. The surface morphology was found to be smooth with a

low density of hexagonal flat tops. No compositional data were given 0

for thin films; however, acceptor states were provided by indium doping

thin films during the deposition process. Free carrier concentraticns

as a result of the indium doping were measured to be on the order of

1017 to 1018 cm- 3 33

The above two studies are the first to show by photoiuminescence

the presence of exciton levels in thin films. Studies of several -'.er

thin film deposition techniques such as chemical bath,)" ?r spray;?

35P. pvrolisis have reported photoluminescence, but none have snw n

Pxciton emissions. To see these transitions, it is apparent na: .'r: .. ,

high quality thin films are required, and it is obvi-lus 'hat standar:

va:uum techniques or other techniques such as se :e.

Aiot capable of producing thin f:Ims , n' e n,, i-ssar. 1,'w :A "

A iepos.ti,-n technique which perr-ns grtirer 'rr P,
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deposition process is RF sputtering, and several investigations of the

-' deposition of CdS by this technique are presented below.

RF Sputtering

Only recently has the deposition of CdS thin films by RF

* isputtering been investigated to any great extent. One of the first

investigations was reported by Lagnado and Lichtensteiger. 36 They

5 described some of the properties of CdS thin films produced by RF-diode

sputtering. A very strong preferred orientation of the CS

crystallites was found to occur with the c-axis parallel to the

substrate plane. Electrical resistivity measurements at different

temperatures revealed two activation energies for conduction,

interpreted to show the activation of an unspecified trap below the

conduction band, although nc iata on the chemical analvs s f r

.mpurt.es .as presertied.

RecentI: "he sect n:je :t RF- 1: .ye sputter ng nas rte-vPea

ns e -n n r - . ms - 3 T
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a function of sputtering power, pressure, substrate temperature and

substrate bias. Thin films were deposited onto fused silica

substrates. The first effect they describe is the dependence of the

deposition rate and resistivity on the pressure of gas used. A maximum

in the deposition rate and a minimum in resistivity occurred for a

sputtering pressure of 5 om (5 X 10- 3 torr). For higher pressures they

found the rate actuallv decreased, and the resistivity increased. The S

~V
decrease in deposition rate at higher pressures was explained by a

backscattering mechanism which increases the probability that more ..

sputtered atoms will return to the target at higher pressures. The •

minimum in resistivity at 5 wm pressure was claimed to be a result of

the maximum deposition rate that occurred at this pressure. Although

no direct proof was given, the authors claim the high deposition rate

decreased the number or concentration of impurities that were trapped

the film.

The second effect described in this early paper by Martil et al.
38

was the lependence of thin film grain size on the substrate temperature

_nd substrate bias. The grain size was determined by SEM observations.

As woulI re expected, the grain size of films increased from 300 A to

is '-e substrate temperature was increased from 90' C to 300' C.

7 h e,'. stn rate accordingly decreased as the temperature was ..

rerse.,. hen -e sukstrate bias was increased to above -100 volts,

-e res't 1 "'.n '.ms were found to be amorphous. The temperature

, " x;.a: >ynsidertnq that with increasing

"• ." . ,'P r A "',,ceus increases, the •

, "* t .. " , . :o ," :7i rk.isps iml t., s! :eking s.e f! c:ent
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for a material decreases. 2 8 The appearance of an amorphous structure

with high substrate bias was explained by the authors as a result of

, :structural damage that occurred due to ion bombardment (which was "We

increased by the high negative bias).

The second report published by Martil et al. 39 further explored

the effects of substrate temperature and bias on the electrical

properties of CdS thin films. They found that the resistivity

'P. increased from 10 to 10 Q cm as the temperature was increased from 60'

C to 2500 C, which they claimed was due to a change in stoichiometry "/U

l (i.e. a loss of cadmium with increasing temperatures), although no

% chemical analysis was presented to back up this claim. A minimum in

resistivity was also found with a substrate bias of -50 volts, or with .pJ

a floating substrate (which developed a self bias of -28 volts). This

effect was explained by the ion bombardment that results from these-- U:

bias voltages preferentially resputting oxygen and other impurities
* . .p%

from the growing film. Oxygen has been shown to be a acceptor-like

trapping center, located 0.9 eV below the conduction band. 4 2 Again no

chemical analysis was reported to prove that a decrease in oxygen

occurs. Also the variation in activation energy for conduction that
occurs with temperature as seen by Lagnado and Lichtensteiger36 was not

explored by these authors.

The third publication by Martil et al. 4 0 reports the influence of

the above sputtering parameters on the optical properties of . iin

films. The structural changes which occur under different conditions

were also further explored. Increasing the substrate temperature

y. resulted in similar structural changes to those reported in the earlier

-.. :4.U ..
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study; the grain size varied between 500 Aand 3000-4000 Aas the

substrate temperature was increased from 600 to 3000 C. This report,

however described the sputtering pressure dependence of the

q crytstallinity. The sputtering pressure determines how much structural4

damage occurs due to ion bombardment. At low pressures, bombardment is

enhanced by a large self-bias that develops on the substrate, and ano. - -

Namorphous structure results as previously described. At higher

pressures, the crystallinity was also found to decrease, which was

.- ° ~5.-.*'

explained by the authors as due to a porous structure that develops

from trapped gases.

Optical properties were found to be a function of both substrate

bias and sputtering pressure. A maximum in the optical band gap (2.36

eV) was found to occur for a floating substrate bias, whereas the

minimum in the band gap (2.30 eV) occurred for a -110 volt bias. The

band gap was found to increase with an increase in sputtering pressure

and became nearly constant for pressures above 10 pm. The pressure

dependence of the refractive index however contradicts the pressure

dependence of the band gap. The index of refraction was found to be a

maximuam with 5 pm pressure, and it decreased with increasing pressure.

This was explained in terms of the porous structure which occurred at

higher pressures; however, if the refractive index is reduced at higher

sputtering pressures due to a more porous, less crystalline structure,

then the band gap energy should also decrease. An increase in the

number of crystalline defects should cause tailing of the band gap,

".--

which is seen as a decrease in the gap energy.29  A
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The latest investigation to be reported by Martil et al.4 1

describes the effects of heat treatments on the electrical and optical

~' C properties of sputtered films. Heat treatments were carried out under

I H2 and N2 atmospheres at temperatures ranging from 100' C to 5500 C and

for times ranging from 20 minutes to 5 hours. The primary effect on

the electrical properties was a two order of magnitude reduction in the

resistivity to 4 X 10-2 0? cm for heat treatments at 200* C. Carrier

mobilities accordingly increased to 50 - 70 cm2/Vs for this treatment.

Higher temperatures were found to increase the resistivity and decrease

the mobility. The decrease in resistivity was explained by claiming

that oxygen desorption from the grain boundaries occurs at 2000 C. As

previously described, oxygen is a trapping center which in this case

decreased the carrier concentration and simultaneously increased the

scattering which reduces the mobility.4 1 No explanation was given for

the increase in resistivity with increasing temperature, although it

IL could be due to a loss of cadmium.

The optical absorption edge was shown to become sharper and occur

at a higher energy for heat treatments at 2000 C. Temperatures higher

than this were not reported to significantly alter the absorption edge;

however, treatments above 5500 C produced an overall decrease in the

transmission. This was explained by a dissociation or reevaporation

process that occurred as a consequence of the higher temperatures. The

optical band gap was found to increase from 2.36 e to 2.39 eV for

treatments at 200' C, which was again explained in terms of oxygen

desorption from the grain boundaries, although no chemical analysis was

reported to prove this hypothesis.

A. R
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Semiconductor DoDed Filter Glasses -

Sharp cutoff filter glasses are silica based glasses which contain "

a fine dispersion of semiconductor microcrystallites. The variation of

m the sharp absorption edge position is achieved by either varying the

composition and or heat treatment schedule. Great interest has been

generated recently because it is thought by many authors that the

crystal size developed in these materials by thermal treatments is on S

the size order for quantum confinement effects to occur. For glasses

containing a mixture of CdS and CdSe many authors have reported a blue

shift in the absorption band edge. In addition, a blue shift of the S

high energy exciton photoluminescence peak has been interpreted in

terms of quantum confinement.

Warnock and Awashalom4 3 ,44 in two publications on mixed crystal

glass (those containing CdS 2 7 /Se. 7 3 ) report that the glasses which

displayed smallest size distribution (average size = 94 A) exhibited Z.%

the largest shift in the exciton photoluminescence, and this

photoluminescence was shown to decay on a time scale of only 18 psec, -

.5'. which is nearly two orders of magnitude faster than the lifetime

displayed by excitons in bulk material.4 4 The shifts in peak position S

and fast lifetime were interpreted in terms of a quantum confinement

effects.

A very recent paper by Borrelli et al. 4 5 has shown that the blue

shift in the photoluminescence displayed by this particular mixed

crystal glass is not due to confinement effects, but rather to

compositional effects. A careful study of the crystal structure by X-

ray diffraction revealed that a change in the stoichiometry occurs

'.5.,
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during the heat treatments which develop the microcrystallites. It was -

postulated by these authors that more of the selenium remains in glass,

while sulfur is more easily incorporated in the crystallites. 4 5  -I

Therefore, at the lower temperatures which produce the smaller

crystallites, the crystallites end up containing more sulfur, so the

optical properties of glasses containing these crystallites are blue

shifted tcard the optical properties of pure CdS. True quantum S

confinement effects were, however, shown to occur in a series of

experimental glasses which contained either CdS or CdSe, but not both.

.'
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EXPERIMENTAL METHOD

Vacuum DeoSiticn System

Thin films for this study were made with a specially designed

vacuum system. A schematic of the deposition chamber is shown in

Figure 10, and a picture of the complete system is shown in Figure :1.

The deposition chamber consists of a rectangularly shaped stainless-

steel box which measures 12" X 18" X '. This chamber was custom

built by MDEC Vacuum Corp. (Haywood, CA.). Numerous ports and

feedthroughs on the chamber permit a wide variation of deposition

t configurations. The vacuum pumping system utilizes a 330 1/secS

turbomolecular pump (Balzers, Hudson, NH), a molecular sieve tra2 MD C

Vacuum Corp.), and a 300 I/min two-stage mechanical pump (Sargent

Welch, Skokie, 1L). With the molecular sieve trap activated, pressures

in the high i0- torr range were possible using the mechanical pump

only. Pumpdown from atmosphere pressure to 1X106 torr could be

accomplished in 2 hours with use of the turbopump. Vacuum gauging was

performed with a Leybold Heraues (East Syracuse, NY)~ model CM 330

.2 combined Penning discharge and thermocouple gauge controller.

Pressures for sputter deposition were controlled by using a

micrometer ad~ustable throttle valve (Sputtered Films Inc. Santa

Barbara, CA. ) and a mass flow meter/controller (Matheson Gas Products

Ncrcrnss, (-A). Iihpurity argon gas (99.9995%) was used as the

52
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Figure 0 Schematic diagram of sputter deposition chamber. Computer ".

figure shown to indicate computer control of system. ''
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'4rie.x s -,pen at tne tottnm to. the tacuum sstem, acts as an insulating %

.rac,,ium Jacke. An aluminum plate with a slightly recessed area to hold

tne substrate ,s attached tc the end of the inner reservoir tube with a

cper . screw. To reduce the amount of contamination that would occur

on the cold substrate, an additional LN- cooled coil was positioneda

around the substrate holder assembly. This coil is referred to as the

croshield :n Figure 10. For room temperature depositions, the same

holder was used, however, without filling the LN 2 reservoir.

High temperature depositi..s were accomplished by replacing the

LN 2 feedthrough assembly with a resistively heated substrate holder.

This holder was made by drilling holes lengthwise in a thin aluminum

block and inserting nichrome wound ceramic heaters. A Chromel-Alumel

3-.-~-. • . - , -''

*%*~.n**h* tenter \be .:tts as a -..-. . . .reevi.fr-.an.h utrtb, -



Snrrimoc2tip e -s emteleUl 'n *he -:re .7 e n. ier , inc .

'emper i-'re .as malie n' -<fit ' fne :!Iput ,w ,r fl , . :e-

I V a r~j~ IJ i r ans: 'r-te r -~' ae I C ne'it r

A nwr,e panar magnel r rn Iu ~r gin -Ip e p. v

amnne- , .A was Jse' r s:n';i er lepcs':' 'g .ne * :. 7 'ms. 7 ,

r v tt' ',n: i'.ame' Pr argots, In an rango )m

r aa :onct, .n An Kr rrr RF :,'er ',r r .

] amn~elI ,, ,perar ng at " 1Hi wi' a z.wer -ara": -:

watts .as isei supp',v r 'it- gun, thrmgn an Au" a

-nat -,nl.ng letwork. 7hp mat "_,ng rle',werK is req, re naance *ne

'npeda:LC f tre g,-n an.: p.asma ne rim -tu t r r m n po we r

Ssuopl','. :f the mpedance :s nct mat:heal, then the RF p,,: .s

reflectel, and Ine Dn>'," n",:ng that :s accampiished -s heatxng -

e.-at s rs nhe power suppiv. The tt': t an auo Cad 7PWt'r .

*hat .hen cni:lons .f -ne plasma change, he net'work wil

automatcai>y match the impedance, thereby eliminating an': ret ece, RF

power.

High purity cadmium sulfide sputtering targets were obtained f7-

C"D Industries (Woburn, AA). These targets are made by a chemical

vapor deposition process so they are supplied with a bulk density of

C%
nearly 98% of theoretical density. High bulk density reduces the ,

amount of outgassing during sputtering. All impurities were less than

1 ppm and the stoichiometry of the target material was slightly cadmium

rich (50.46%). Nearly all thin films for this study were made from CVD S

targets; however, a different type of sputtering target was obtained

.............................................................
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Figure 12 Schematic diagram of deposition chamber configured for
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ing i sr )nw permanet magne! tth nl he :at ede asse ri.,•

-)e tIt .lra _on a 'Sspliter gun .s shw scra .c~ ~ gure

irved magnet.c : e'd lines force the electrons .n the plasma :nto

r.:u.ar rbits, which both enhances the plasma =mmed~atel. above the

target, and re,.ices the amount of electron Dombardment on the growing --

.The target is a circular disk that is secured to the magnet

housing, whici comprises the cathode. The anode is comprised of a 0

circular cap (called the ground shield in the Figure) which fits over

- %
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%J"
the gun assembly. Most of the plasma is constrained to the area -e

immediately above the target, so a large reduction in substrate

bombardment and substrate heating is realized. The substrate and

growing film, however, can still be bombarded by energetic neutral

particles, which has been shown to be a major cause of substrate

heating.4' Still the heating is reduced and as will be pointed out in

the Results section (Chapter 5), a considerable difference in the as 0

deposited film properties occurs with RF planar magnetron sputtering,

compared to RF diode sputtering. "j"

Thin Film Deoosition

Prior to deposition of thin films, all substrates were subjected

to a three phase cleaning procedure. The first phase of the process

was an ultrasonic bath in DI water for 13 minutes. After this

treatment the subst:ates were removed from the water and rinsed w'it.-,

isopropvI alcone I?A). A second utrasoni, cleaning was then carrie_ 0

.ut t-r .C minutes in :--A. 7h-.e f._nal phase c4 the c:eaning Drocedure

was a mi. , ute -reatment Ln a vapor legreaser, whin emp '-ved :-A as

tne so vent. Lnstrates were saw.,v removed frm the vanor, S1

a. --wed re :,ndensed vapor iroplets to evaporare .. cn e K or

-Lean.iness sunstrate were examined bv edge i lumirnation against a

nlack background. This permitted oservation ot an c.ntaminates on S

the surface f "he suDstrate in additioi to an% small flaws in the

surface.

Th depost thin ilms, substrates were mountedi on a substrate

holder and posiioned in the depositon system immediatev after

"*....-.* ~* * .: : - -o : . . . A- l
*%" "- - 2.
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cleaning. The deposition system was pumped down to a pressure of < 1.3 b

X 10-6 torr before backfilling with the sputtering gas. The IC-6C0-

P, was usually programmed for a fast ramp up to the desired power level

and then a rate controlled presputter was initiated before the shutter

was opened. If a sputtering target was newly installed, a presputter

burn-in of 30 minutes was carried out; otherwise the target was *

presputtered for 5 minutes before exposing the substrate to the plasma.

The !C-6000 automatically controlled the deposition rate and thickness.

Deposition rate was varied between I to 5 Aisec and fiLms for optical

analysis were typically made 1 jm thick, although the film thickness

for other analysis was varied.

Substrate materials I

Several different types of substrates were used to support thin

films, depending cn how the films were to be analyzed. Standard

substrates for cptical analysis were made of optical quality fused

silica, typicalLy one inch square and 1 m thick. These substrates

were found to have very few surface flaws and were essentiallv

transparent over the optical region in which films were analvzed.

low index of refraction (n=1.46) of these substrates was also necessary.

for measuring the refractive index of the film and for planar wavegui'.e

measurements. Some films were also deposited on silica for TEM ,

analysis. Self-supputcing TEM specimens were prepared by floating

these films off the silica with a 1% HF solution.

Other films for optical analysis were deposited onto s.ngle S

crystal sapphire substrates. This was done to determine if the high

0%'
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the laser beam during low temperature spectroscovic measuremen:ts.
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a ver," smnooth surface :nisr. Somne CS AL: t- l'ms -..ere ~ a

sapphire substrates '-o ai_ X-ray chemrn cal ana§*s:s, s,.7nce t e

sapphire hadl no X-ra. >nes which _)ver~aroeu: 'ne -.-res :n :ieSe :z.
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were also required for TEFM analysis of COSAD films, since the HF

solutions normally used to lift CdS off silica slides would strongly

attack these films.

Subs trate temperatures A

Several different substrate temperatures were used to investigate

the effect of deposition temperature on thin film grain size. With

the LN2 feedthrough assemblv that was described above, substrates could

•be cooled to LN2 temperatures in about 20 minutes. For some

-epositions a low temperature thermal contact paste was use to mount

t.e substrate in the holder, although most frequently, standard hold

Lc.w-n clips were used. An Iron-Constantan thermocouple was initially

monitor the temperature of the substrate holder during a

I.cepcs~t:cn. : use a digital meter to measure the output from this

7ter-c7n -e luring a plasma deposition, an RC circuit had to be used

" ec:.e --e :F s:gnal that was imposed on the DC thermocouple

57a e F. .r.et is essentially a low band pass filter. A

.agramin. -- e circuit ;s shown in Figure 14. If this filter

. , rv .aro RF signal can be induced in the lead wires,

.. .. .. . .. :.. " nst :A converters used in digital meters. •

? :,u .= >ns at rcm temperature, the LNn feedthrough

i 0 7 . .t _N 7e reservc r was used to hold substrates.

'. :s ,re very c se to rocm temperature, since it was •

a . " ,. , est iepcs.t'in rates, the holder would

A"2 s'. s'-a'e temperatures greater than this

i c e- '.- i 'le resistively S

,. . uld be obtained in

.t*.

, %z

%
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about 10 minutes with this holder, although most depositions were madeI

at 2000 C. The unique feature of this holder is that it permitted

outgassing of the substrates prior to deposition. This was done by

.. J." l

heating to 2000 C for 30 minutes in high vacuum.

.-. >,.,.

Deposition rates

%. .. /

about iain with dption holdes al so mstudiedoston eermine

effect on thin film properties. For pure 'films of CdS, rates from

A/sec to 5 A/sec were used. these rates were monitored and cntr"led

by the 7C 6000 deposition controller. Figure 5 shows a graph of "e

sputtering rate versus power denst: hr both S anda c targets. .s

shown, the glass target sei fhr -naK -ig IAD 7,,cI

Ai varat o isputter, as in rate - .a.s st d r s

resulteuj a ~~*~
A* .-

.. -.

• .. .

show th glss argt :sod r a :g /5A2 :ms .,::n r " -'-9
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were set up to sputter deposit at a static rate of 3 A/sec. This is

the maximum rate that could be used with the glass target without

causing excessive heating. The circle over which the substrate was

rotated was eight inches in diameter, so with the three inch diameter

apertures used with the guns, the duty cvcle was rather low, only 0.12

for each gun. With a rotation speed of 20 RPM, the resulting total

dynamic deposition rate is less than I A/sec. One possible way to

increase this rate would have been to reduce the rotation speed. This,

however, would also mean that the substrate would be spending more time

over areas which were not depositing film and were actually depositing

.mpur ries.

The 'se )f the ,nmputer c.Kntro. Ie. steppng motor to rotate thne

' s~b i" r~t ' , er. r , ie pr~v btem w t,,t the ,.near Iri ve sv'stem.

S - .: * .o. me

I.. . °4-.

9.
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annealing COSAD films high purity compressed air was used with the same

furnace setup. Flow rates of 100 cc/m were typically used.

Temperature control was accomplished with a single setpoint temperature

controller (Love Control Co.) which provided temperature control to +1-

%1%

1° C. Two thermocouples were used, one mounted outside the tube for

control and one positioned inside the tube adjacent to the sample. -%

Heating rates of up to 350 C/min could be realized, and cooling rates

of 1000 C/min could be obtained by sliding the muffle tube out of the

furnace hot zone. Temperatures for heat treating thin films ranged

from 200' C to 7000 C, with times ranging from 1 minute up to 5 hours. p

To reduce the amount of grain growth that would occur as a result

of high temperature heat treatments, some films were heated by a

technique known as rapid thermal annealing. This process utilizes high .

power juartz .amps to rapidly heat the sample. Because of the low

mass "ha ,s achiove; with this technique, heating rates in

"-X V IP -r~ f':re '7t samp't- -s siandwic-hed b~etween

k.

. . . * % a . "

Ala

"%

7,. .. . . I ' ~ - I' a. T . • 1 r 1 - ' "
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microstructure was made by electron microscopy. The various TEM -

specimens that were described in a previous section were examined in a

JEOL 200 CX analytical microscope (Japanese Electron Optics Laboratory,

P Boston, MA.). This instrument was used in both transmission (TEM) and

scanning transmission (STEM) modes to directly observe and measure the

ultra-fine structure of thin films. Selected area diffraction (SAD)

mode was used to conduct electron diffraction experiments for

determination of crystal structure and orientation. In the SAD mode it

%: was possible to obtain diffraction information from areas as small as 5 -6 P

um. The line to line resolution observed in the TEM mode was 8 A. •

Another technique used for determination of crystal orientation was

dark field imaging. By tilting the primary beam in the microscope, the

a contrast that is observed in a dark field image is only due to those

crystals or portions of crystals which are oriented for a specific o

Bragg reflection. Dark field imaging makes it possible to observe "

preferred orientation in a thin film or any portion of a crystal that

coftains defects Isuch as microtwins).49  On the JEOL 200CX changing

rn br~ght fled to la-k 14eld was accomplishel with a single switch.

T sr-id': ',e topographicai structure )f thicker films a JEOL SCF •

'vin "'g e e-.rr n rspe was Ise1. FiLms which were made for

'i . in, ,":'. Wr- re q uk.nt 'v oxamined wth t.1 s instr-ument .'he

.o., r, ,- r :ms was K at no samn.e S

,. , 'u- t wxrr anr saC ' -ou- fn. hev

* ,,.-...-_

w'I r r;I ri .

71 ane~ .,11sr ,n *1
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presence of gross defects in the film such as pinholes or cracks could

be observed, as well as the fine grain structure of certain films. The

major disadvantage with this microscope, however, was a limiting e%

resolution of about 300 k which made it difficult to observe the grain

size of as-deposited thin films.

X-ray diffraction was another technique used to measure the

crystal structure and orientation of thin films. An APD 3720 computer-

controlled diffractometer (Phillips Co.) was used to carry out

diffraction experiments. Typically, diffraction was measured from two- -.

theta values ranging from 15' to 90° with a angular step of 0.05'. Use

of the computer to store X-ray diffraction spectra on disk greatly

facilitated the determination of the change in crystal structure with

heat treatments. Changes in peak positions and intensities could be .

readily determined, and by making high resolution scans (0.02°/step)

over certain peaks it was possible to calculate the grain size and film

strain using certain utility programs available in the computer system.

Again, no sample preparation was necessary for this technique as ..

diffractioi from I Lm films supported or, silica substrates .as readily ,'

observed.

Chemical Analysis

Initially, Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy (EDS) was usec to

measure the stoichiometry of thin films during both SEM and STEM

observations; however, it was found to give resilts that were not

quantitative. Part~cularlv in the SEM, it was found that the results

were very dependent on sample geometry with respect to the detector. A

,-
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technique know as X-ray secondary fluorescence was used instead to "

measure the stoichiometry of nearly every thin film that was made. The

particular instrument used for these measurements utilized a silver X- %

ray tube to produce the primary X-ray beam. Tube voltages of 50 kV

were used with a current of 30 mA. One of four different secondary

targets could be selected to generate the X-rays that were used to

analyze the sample. The advantage of this technique is that the B
A. i'

background radiation from the X-ray tube (bremsstrahlung) is totally

removed and only the very narrow X-ray line corresponding to the

secondary target reaches the sample which results in a great reduction

of the background counts. The particular geometry of this system

limits the radiation to only one polarization which further reduces the

background count.5 0 Detection levels for most transition metals was

0.1 ppm. Beam size incident on the sample is I cm in diameter and

penetration depth is only a few microns which makes this technique

ideally suited for measuring thin films supported by substrates. The .-

X-ravs emitted from the sample are analyzed by EDS with this system;

however, due to the above ar-angements, a much more quantitative

deterrination could be made when the result; were compared to a

standa-d reference.

The standard used, in this case, to determine the stoichiometrv of

thin films was a piece of target material. The stoichiometry of the

target was verified by a wet. chemical technique and electron probe . .

microanalysis (EPMA) (JEOL 730 Superprobe). For solution analysis a

portion of the target was dissolved in nitric acid and then this

4F solution was diluted a given amount. The amount of Cd and S in
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solution was determined by using an induction coupled plasma (ICP)

spectrometer (Allied Analytical Systems, Waltham, MA). By comparing

these amounts to those in standard solutions the stoichiometry was

determined. For EPMA the stoichiometry of the target material was

determined by use of standards and a ZAF or Opz program.5 1 The ratio

of the integrated peak intensities for Cd and S in the target was then

determined by X-ray fluorescence. The ratio obtained from thin films
was compared directly to this ratio to quantitatively determine the "'4

V, stoichiometry. ,.

Film thickness could be readily determined with this technique by

measuring the intensity of the silicon K-alpha peak that was emitted by
4,

m

the substrate through the film. The intensity of this line is

exponentially attenuated by the thickness of material that it passes •--.

through and can be related by the following equation:

I = io exp
-at  (2.1) 0

where Io is the intensitv from a bare substrate and t .s the film

thickness. From equation 2.1 a linear relationship between a function_.

of the intensity, F(I), and t can be obtained bv5 5

I I

g= - og10  -__._ _"'"

10

The intensv f r : m three different films of known thickness rifle:

by prof ,Lmet r-. ) were measured and by p ott.ng F' ) versus t a master

curvje was ge ri, taed. The !hick rk s an inknown f lIm o hen :)e

found by s '-,, tng he abnve Pqua '.n t r (I sin sn the ,ntens:tv fr-n
"4
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the unknown. The x-coordinate on the curve for the unknown F(1) would P

give the thickness. Film thickness of up to 3 wm could accurately be

determined with this technique. Changes in density or loss of material ,

as a result of heat treatment could also be monitored with this

technique.

Several other analytical techniques were used to analyze the .

composition of thin films. In each case the results for thin films

were compared to the results obtained from target material. The

different techniques were used to both acquire information, which the . '

specific technique is most suited for, and to cross-check the

composition of thin films. Auger electron spectroscopy (AES Perkin- "

Elmer, Norwalk, CT) gave the least quantitative determination of the

absolute composition, but the technique was very quantitative for

determining differences between samples. X-ray photoelectron "'". -. ",

spectroscopy (XPS Kratos,U'K) gave semi-quantitative results and also

showed how the surface of thin films were altered bv heat treatment, a

result which was not detected with any other technique.

Optical Measurements;

Ev far the most extensive measurements made on thin films were

V...
optical measurements. The availability of several spectr'meters-

monochromaters, lasers, and optical liardware greatly facilitated these

neasurements. The UV-VIS spectrophotomel-r used for many measurements .

was a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 9 (Norwalk. CT). Photoluminescence was

mea.-:ured with both a Princeton App i ed Research Optical Mult ichanne"

Analyzer ( Princetosn, NJ , and an nst r-uments SA Raman spectr ometer

* .~..- .. .--..
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(Metuchen, NJ). A variety of lasers were used for different

experiments, although most photoluminescence experiments were made with

a Spectra-Physics model 2025 Argon Ion laser (Mountain View, CA). Many

*measurements were made at both room temperature and at temperatures

down to 9' K. Low temperatures were obtained with an Air Products

(Allentown, PA) closed-cycle helium cold finger and digital temperature

controller. Experiments carried out with these instruments will be

extensively detailed in the following sections.

-. ,-
.%.

Index of Refraction

A very unique technique for measuring the dispersion or index of

refraction as a function of wavelength was used on thin films. -

Normally the index of refraction of a material is related to the

percent of transmitted light by the well known equation:

T - R), exp (-at)(4.1)

1 - R , exp (-2at)

where the refliction, R, is given by (n - 1)2 /( +,-)2. The situation

is much more complicated, however, for a thin film supported on a

substrate with a different refractive index. The reflecticn that

occurs at the film/substrate interface must be dea.-t with as well as
2.4"

the reflections that occur at the other interfaces. This leads to a

more complicated expression:

T"=.(i - RI) (I - R2) (I R3 .) exp (-at) 2)

(I R2R3 ) I - [ RlR2 + RjR 3  (I R- exp (--a) 

\1,o

, o' '- -' -' '- t ,, , -% -' t " ." ". % % " % " ,. , v ." .. - - . - ° . ° , " , - o . . . " - _ . . . - . . . . - . . . . , . . - .. - - " ." ,
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where RI, R?, and R3 are the reflectivities of the air-film, film-

substrate, and substrate-air interfaces, respectively.-16 The values of ".-

the RI, R2, and R3 are given by the same equation stated above with the ".*

refractive indices of the three materials (air, film, and substrate)

substituted for n, respectively. Even if the value of the absorption

coefficient is known, the transmission must be measured to 0.5% to get

a 1% accuracy in the refractive index,5 2 which is experimentally very

'I difficult to do unless a specially designed spectrometer is used.

When the refractive index of the film is significantly different
-5

from that of the substrate (as the case with CdS on silica) a very

strong wavelength dependent interference effect occurs. The effect can

be explained by examining Figure 16. When the incident light beam

U passes through the thin film and encounters the interface it will be

reflected due to the differences in refractive indices. Depending on

the thickness and the refractive index of the film (the product of

these two values determines the optical path length) the reflected ray 0

will either constructively or destructively combine with the incident '

beam. This is the same process that occurs in a Fabry-Perot

interferometer described previously. However, instead of changing the •

physical distance of the cavity to change the opt'cal path length,

resonance is achieved by scanning the w~ivelength of incident light. In

terms of the total trarsmission that is -easured, a series o. '

interference fringes is observed, whic. ,'arv with wavelength. These

fringes are known as fringes of equal chromatic order (FECO), and the

wavelengths at which maxima and minima in transmission occur is given S

by the same equation uqed for resonance conditions in a Fabry-Perot
• o".5%',,

11 •
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increasing each order number by an amount 6m. 3 4  This increase produces

a shift in the FECO spectra sho4n in Figure 1.7b. Again, tangent curves

are drawn and the tangent points to the interference spectrum are %

determined. The difference in the pairs of tangency points are then -' '
"U.
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used in an iterative calculation to determine the values of A, B, x and - -s
n.

The problems associated with this technique involve precise

placement of the sample at the focal point of the beam and accurate

rotation of the sample about the axis which passes through the focal

point. These problems were addressed by using a micrometer adjustable

x-positioner and a micro-rotation stage, which are shown placed in the

Lambda 9 spectrophotometer in Figure 18. Normal incidence to the film

was determined by rotation of the stage a few degrees on either side of

the initial zero and observing the shift in position of a given

interference fringe. The true zero point was taken as the position %-A

which produced the midpoint between the two shifts. The focal point 'of. '_

the beam was then determined by observing the peak value of a given

fringe as the sample holder was moved with the positioner.

The most difficult part of this technique (except for writing the

iteration program for the analysis) was the manual determination of the

value of the tangency points from the FECO spectra. The wavelength of

the tangent point must be known to a precision of 0.1 nm to obtain an

accuracy of three decimal places in the refractive index. Wavelengths

can be measured with the spectrometer to this precision, but this

precision could not be obtained by manual measurement of the tangent

point from the printout of the spectra. 9

The problem was alleviated , interfacing the Lambda 9 to an IBM

AT computer. Use of the computer greatly facilitated all aspects of .

using the spectrometer as spectra could be stored on disk and

% "- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ", 2 , .' .- , _, Ni. ., ,_k... , . , .- . . , ,_ . -, . -- . . . . ., ' - - . . . . - - " ". .
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manipulated later. The BASIC program used to remotely program, run,

and accumulate data from the Lambda 9 is listed in Appendix A.

For the determination of the refractive index a particular

software package available with the AT was found to be very useful.

This software called is Asyst (McMillain Software Co.) and it is a very

powerful mathematical analysis program. To determine the refractive

index, the numbers representing the FECO spectra were imported into

.0 Asyst and stored in a two dimensional array. Using a very short

program, the array was plotted, and the equations for the curves

tangent to the maximum and minimum were fit. Next, arrays were

generated to represent each of the tangent curves. Asyst could then be

used to very easily determine the points where the three arrays

intersected, with an accuracy of 0.1%. The intersection points were

stored in a fourth array. This process was repeated for a 300

incidence spectra. The very long iterative BASIC program that was

originally used to calculate the dispersion equation could be shortened

considerably with utility functions available in Asyst. In fact, by

manipulating the numbers as arrays, the calculation was much simpler

and much faster.

Even though the above process produced an accurate result, a

second technique, ellipsometry, was used to verif'y these results.

Ellipsometry is based on the change in polarization of a light beam S

when it is reflected from a su._ace. Generally a plane polarized light o. -

beam is made incident on the surface of a material at an angle of 45'.

The resulting reflected beam is elliptically polarized and from the S

5.% %

.v St5 5 . , . 5.
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analysis of this polarization the optical constants of the material can

bee detroblems associated with this technique mostly originated from

the actual instrument. The computer-controlled Gaertner ellipsometer

(Chicago, IL) is the industry standard; however, the unit available for

use in this study was a manual model which greatly reduces the capacity

for quantitative analysis. The problem does not so much have to do

with manually setting the polarizer and analyzer, but rather in reading

the analog scale to determine the node points. This was a special

problem on this unit because the meter was nonlinear; the highest

sensitivity was between a reading of 2 an 3 on a scale of 1 to 5. In

addition, the gain for the photocell had to be manually adjusted as a

node point was found. The gain was also nonlinear and there was a flat

spot at one end of the range. These two problems contributed to

difficulties in reproducing the results; however, the greatest problem

with the analysis had to do with the computer program used to calculate

the values of n and t from psi and delta. Supplied by Gaertner, this

program did not actually calculate the values of psi and delta, but

instead it looked up the values in a table, based on the values of the

two pairs of angles that were inputed. From the table values of psi

and delta the program then calculated the refractive index and

thickness by an iterative technique. One difficulty with the program

occurred if the particular combination of angles inputed were outside-

values in the table. The program would hang up and the only solution ~

was to boot the program out. This actually happened a surprisingly 6

large number of times, even when similar samples were analyzed. To
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alleviate the problems with this program, a graphical method was d

developed to calculate the refractive index and thickness from the set

of angles measured with the ellipsometer. A brief description of this

p method is given in Appendix B.

UV-VIS Absorption

Measurement of the fundamental optical absorption edge in 0.-

semiconductors permits direct determination of the nature of the band

gap. Optical absorption properties of thin films were measured over a

variety of temperatures with the Lambda 9 spectrophotometer operating

in one of several modes. In the transmission mode a linear, zero to

100%. scale was used, which was useful measuring FECO spectra. A more

useful mode for measuring the band edge, however, was to plot the

transmitted light in terms of absorbance. Because the absorbance scale

is the natural logarithm of reciprocal transmission, features of the

band gap absorption above the band edge could be studied. In the

transmission mode unless the scale was expanded these features 4ould

appear indistinct, because transmission above the band gap was

typically less than 1% with the thickness of films usually studied. In

the absorbance mode this 1% transmission would correspond to a value of

4.6 on a possible absorbance scale of 6.0. Another advantage of using

the absorbance scale is that the spectra obtained qualitatively

reflected the shape of the *-ue absorption curve. As explained earlier

in this chapter, the transmission spectrum that is measured of a thin

film on a substrate is the result of a complicated combination of the

reflections which occur at the various interfaces. The transmission,
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however, is exponentially proportional to the absorption coefficient,

which is why absorbance spectra approximate absorption spectra. The

two erm wil threfre e ued iterhaneaby whn dscrbin

* spectra.

The band gap energy was taken as the point where the slope of the

absorption curve was a maximum.5 4 One unique feature of the Lambda 9

was that it allowed anywhere from the first to fourth derivative of a

-~ spectra to be taken. The maximum of the first derivative of the

absorption edge was taken as the band gap energy. A calculation to

verify these results will be described in Chapter V. Basically, it

evolves solving equation 4.2 for a using the absorbance spectra, and

then plotting a2 verses energy. A direct band gap material will give a

straight line for this plot, and the extrapolation of the line to a2

0 gives the optical band gap of the material.5 4

The temperature dependence of the band gap energy was measured by

cooling the sample with the cold finger. The sample was mounted in a

ring sample holder which would then be attached to the end of the cold

finger. A radiation shield was then positioned around the cold finger

and a vacuum insulation collar with fused quartz windows was then slid

over the entire assembly. A vacuum of less than 1 micron pressure was

then obtained in a few minutes by pumping the system with a Balzer's 70

1/sec turbomolecular pump. Once this vacuum was obtained in the

-' collar, cooling of the sample to 90 K could accomplished in less

than 1 hour, although most measurements were made after 2 hours of

cooling. Any intermediate temperature between 90 K and 2500 K could

achieved with the digital temperature controller and heater assembly.

Iv
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The cold finger assembly was mounted on a height-adjustable rack system t

b'
so that once a sample was cooled to low temperatures the cold finger

* assembly could be moved so that measurements on different equipment

such as the OMA and Raman spectrometers could be accomplished.

All aspects of the measurements with the Lambda 9 were greatly

enhanced by interface to the AT computer. Spectra were stored as ASCII -

files which later could be imported into a LOTUS worksheet (Lotus

Development Co., Cambridge, MA) for manipulation and plotting. The

BASIC program listed in Appendix A would accumulate spectra in the form

of a long column of numbers, each number representing the absorption or5

transmission at a given data point. The data interval was based on the

slit width used for the analysis. The slit defines the bandpass that

determines the resolution to which features can be resolved. Usually a

data interval of one-third the slit width was used for the analysis.

Slit widths from 4 nm down to 0.5 nm were used depending on the

3 required resolution. As the slit width is decreased, the signal to

noise ratio is also decreased. This means that the amount of time that

is spent at a given data point must be increased. Computer control of

the spectrophotometer was indispensible for making high resolution runs

where very slow scan speeds were necessary.

Photoluminescence and Raman

Further investigaticnz; of the band structure of semiconductors can

be made by measurement of the emission bands or peaks produced by

photoluminescence and resonant Raman scattering. Measurement of these

emissions for this study were made with the two spectrometers described

.9%
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above. The majority of the measurements, however, were made with the

optical multichannel analyzer (OMA) and a 0.33 meter Instruments SA

monochromater. Most measurements were made at low temperatures, using

the cold finger to cool the sample.

The detection system of the OMA spectrometer consisted of a linear

silicon photodiode array which was 1024 elements wide with the diode

centers spaced every 25 pm. Approximately 700 of the center diodes

were intensified to increase their light conversion efficiency. The -

diode array was connected to a multichannel analyzer and the array was

scanned by the MCA to generate a spectra. Scan rates as fast as 16.6

msec/scan could be used, although to obtain a higher number of counts,

scan rates of 500 msec were typically used. The computer system

controlling the MCA was setup to accumulate a number of scans so that

signal averaging could be used to reduce noise levels. Also, the dark

current or background noise could be automatically subtracted from a

spectrum. The diode array could be cooled to 5' C with a Peltier

cooler to further reduce the background noise level. With the

monochromater and grating combination the MCA window was about 20 rnm.

This is the width of the spectra which was displayed on the screen.

The grating in the monochrometer was rotated to change the wavelength -'

window.
-. 5..

The third meter monochromater was used with a 2400 lines/mm .

grating. The f-stop or light gathering c-ability of the monochromater

was calculated with
S.- %

.. S...

N.%2
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focal length

f-stop = (4.5)

grating size -N

.-Na

where grating size is the linear dimension of the grating. With a 55

mm grating, the f-stop of the monochromater is f6. The reciprocal

linear dispersion (RLD) of a monochromater is a measure of its ability

to disperse light, and can be calculated by

1 -d.
5%' , .

RLD : 1 X dL (4.6)
f d84

where de/dL is the angular dispersion (in rad/mm) and is approximately

equal to the number of grating lines per mm. The RLD for this

monochrometer was calculated to be 1.25 nm/mm. The bandpass or

resolution of a monochromater is usually calculated by multiplying this

number by the width of the slit used. With a linear diode array

detection system, however, the resolution is determined by the spacial

resolution of the array. Assuming that three diodes can resolve a .1
peak, which correspond to 75 pm, the resolution of this system was 75

urm X 1.25 nm/mm or 0.9 nm.

A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Figure 19 and

photographs of the system are shown in Figure 20a and Figure 20b. An -

. °

f2 lens was used to focus emitted light into the spectrometer and a 100

mm focal length lens was used to focus the laser beam on the sample. ./,

Typically a focused spot size of 50 um was used, so with an incident

power of 1 mW, the focused power density corresponds to 400 W/cm 2 . As "1

°-'.%
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indicated in the schematic, the laser beam was passed through a

variable neutral density filter and a sharp cutoff spike filter. The %.P".

variable density filter was used to adjust the power of the incident

laser beam before being focused on the sample. The spike filter was an

indispensible item which was used to remove plasma lines from the laser

beam. Plasma lines originate from the argon plasma that is used to

generate the laser beam. The lines are incoherent radiation, but they

are very sharp transitions which can be mistaken as photoluminescent e-t

transitions as they occur over the entire visible wavelength range. A

given spike filter passes only a very narrow wavelength range of light -

which corresponds to the laser line, therefore, a spike filter can only

be used with its designated laser line. These filters are rather * .

expensive so spike filters for only the 488 rnm and 457 rnm lines were %

available. The argon laser emits five other lines that occur at 514

rnm, 496 nm, 476 rnm, 465 nm, and 454 nm. Plasma lines were removed from

the other laser lines by using a spatial filter. This filter consists

simply of a grating and it works by diffracting the laser line at a

different angle from the plasma lines. The spacial filter only works

if a high number grating is used or if the laser beam can travel •

several feet before being focused.

To verify that the OMA was not missing any features of the

photoluminescence, spectra were measured with the Instruments SA Raman

spectrometer. TT' spectrometer utilized a double pass one meter

monochromater with a photon counting photomultiplier tube and a digital

discriminator. Photographs of the experimental setup are shown in 0

Figures 21a and 21b. A simple lens system consisting of two piano-

, , %A
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h convex lenses was used to focus the light emitted from the sample into

the monochromater. Other than this difference, the setup was the same

as the OMA. With 1800 lines/mm gratings the RLD of the monochromater \N

was calculated to be 0.24 nm/mm. The width of the four slits used in

this instrument determine the resolution, so with the smallest

practical slit of 10 um, a resolution of 0.024 rnm could be realized.

The small linear dimension of the gratings (125 mm) with respect to the

long local length however, reduced the light gathering capability to an

f8. This turned out to be a very serious limitation for using the

spectrometer to measure photoluminescence, as integration times of up

to 5 sec per data point were required. A typical run was made using

slit widths of 100 um, which gave nearly four times the resolution of

the OMA, and data was collected every 0.05 nm for 2 sec. For a 20 nm

window this meant that a single scan would take 15 minutes. At least

three scans were required to reduce noise levels by signal averaging,

which meant that for only one wavelength window, 45 minutes were

required to acquire data. To make the accumulation of data easier, the

Z-158 computer was interfaced to the spectrometer controller, and is

shown in Figure 21b. The BASIC program to run the spectrometer was so

long however, that it had to be compiled to reduce running time. : '-
- -.

.4 %
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CHAPTER V %

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Thin Film Physical Properties

The primary focus of the experimental results presented in this

section are on the variation of the microstructure, composition and

electrical properties of thin films as a function of deposition

parameters and post deposition treatments. First the properties of as-

deposited thin films will be described and then the variation of

properties with different heat treatments will be reported. Finally,

the various physical properties of COSAD thin films will be described.

The variations presented in this section will be correlated to optical

properties presented in a subsequent section.

Microstructure Characterization

Transmission electron microscopy

Room temperature depositions. A wide variety of microstructures

were obtained by altering the substrate temperature during deposition.

The great majority of thin films made for this study, however, were

deposited onto substrates held at room temperature. Several advantages

were realized bv using this temperature: 1)the deposition process was

greatly simplified, 2)very high quality thin films could be produced,

and 3)optimum optical properties were obtained by heat treating films

deposited at this temperature. These heat treatments, however,

96
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inevitably increased the grain size of the thin films from values

obtained with cooled or room temperature substrates.

Teresulting microstruct~ure of thin films deposited at room

P temperature is found to be independent of the substrate material. TEM

micrographs of three representative thin films are shown in Figures 22,

and 23. These micrographs show the structure of films 1000 A in

thickness that were deposited at 1 A/sec onto a carbon support film

(Figure 22), a silica slide (Figure 23a), and a NaCl substrate (Figure

2' 23b). All three films display polygonal shaped grains with an average

grain size of 250 A. Many grains are highly faulted showing a defect

% structure of microtwins and stacking faults. Due to the extremely

small size of these grains the microtwin orientation cannot be 14%

determined. Another predominant feature displayed by the

microstructure of these thin films is the large number of Moir4

fringes, indicated by the highly parallel lines with an average spacing

of 10 to 15 A. These patterns occur when two crystals overlap each

other with a specific orientation. When a large number are observed in

a polycrystalline film it is an indication that the grains of the film

have a preferred orientation, although the orientation cannot be

directly determined.

By performing diffraction experiments, the orientation could be

determined. The grains were found to be oriented with the basal plane

of the hexagonal lattice parallel to the substrate plane. This is
0'

indicated by the strong cubic reflections observed in the selected area

6 diffraction pattern (SAD) shown in Figure 24a. In comparison to the

indexed schematic pattern shown in Figure 24b, many of the hexagonal

% % %0
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Figure 22 TEN bright field micrographs of 1000 Athick film deposited
onto carbon support film, a) low magnification showing
uniformity of grain size; b) high magnification showing

b microtwins and stacking faults.
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Figure 23 TEM micrographs of thin films deposited onto alternate
substrates. a) silica glass slide; b) NaC I slab.
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reflections appear to be missing; however, upon close examination all -s

the spacings for hexagonal wurtzite can be found. The lines for these ,_ % r

spacings are too faint to show up in the SAD pattern reproduced here.

The orientation seen here is not dependent upon the substrate since

similar films were made on both amorphous and crystalline substrates.

These results are consistent with the early work on thermally

evaporated CdS. 5 6  It is not clear why this specific orientation S

results because the close packed plane (i.e. (0002) hexagonal plane) is

the slow growth plare. This means that the orientation is more closely

related to the nucleation rate of the thin film rather than the growth

rate, although this orientation was observed with all substrates

materials, deposition rates, and at all substrate temperatures.

The grain size seen here is smaller than the 500 A size reported 0

by Martil et al. 38 -4 1  Grain size determinations by SEM of the films

studied here do show a different size (see SEM section below) but,

another reason for the difference can be attributed to differences in

the sputtering technique used to produce the films studied here. As

previously described, planar magnetron sputtering results in a lower

film and substrate heating due to electron bombardment, therefore a 5

smaller grain size should result. Higher deposition rates were found

to increase the substrate temperature. However, even with a deposition

rate of 5 A/sec the substrate temperature was found to only increase to

-50 C. Analysis of Figure 25 shows that no significant increase in

grain size has resulted from the increased deposition rate; however,

the micrograph does indicate that many more microstructural defects are 0

present. The higher supersaturation of the vapor results in additions

%, % . . . .V ,.,
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of atoms onto non-favorable positions, which increase the number of

defects during growth. Higher deposition rates should increase the

amount of stress induced in the film. Strain determinations by X-ray

* line broadening measurements will be described in a following section.

Low tmeauedepositions. Although high quality thin films

could be produced at room temperature, some films were deposited onto

.1g. substrates cooled to LN2 temperatures to determine if a grain size

small enough for quantum confinement could be produced. Wolgehinuth et 6

al. 29 showed that evaporated material deposited at this temperature was

found to be amorphous as determined by X-ray diffraction. In that work

a high supersaturation was used to produce these films which may have

also contributed to the amorphous structure. A much lower deposition

rate was used in this study to help promote crystal growth, so that

combined with the low temperature, a very small grain size would

result. Figure 26a shows the micrograph of a film deposited at 3 A/sec *j

onto a carbon support film which was attached to a substrate cooled to -

800 K. The "grain" structure that is observed is not due to individual

grains but rather to a columnar structure with low density areas

indicated by the low contrast between the columns. The SKID pattern0

shown in Figure 26b indicates that the film is somewhat crystalline,

but highly faulted as evidenced by the width of the rings. The three

rings corresponding to the cubic reflections are still present

-indicating that only the nearest neighbor spacing is present. No

hexagonal lines can be found in SAD patterns of these films.

An indication of how a film grows on a cooled substrate i. shown

in Figure 27a. This section of a film increases in thickness from left
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i iFigure 26 Thin film deposited at LN2 temperatures. 
a) TEN micrograph

showing low density columnar 
structure; b) corresponding

:.. SAD pattern indicating a semi-amorphous structure.
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to right. The film is supported by a carbon film. At the far left an -

individual island structure is observed. The high magnification \ ... "

% . .
micrograph shown in Figure 27b indicates that the islands are mostly

amorphous, with very small microcrystallites imbedded in the amorphous

matrix. The microcrystallites are characterized by the darker contrast

of approximately 80 A in size within the globular structures. The very

fine mottled structure is the background amorphous structure of the

carbon support film. The SAD pattern included in the Figure shows tnat V

only the nearest neighbor spacing is present, and the crystal structure ',t

is highly distorted. Referring back to Figure 27a, as the film

thickness increases to the right, the islands grow to form a columnar -

structure. The columns become fairly thick before they coalesce to

form a low density continuous films, indicated at the far left in the

Figure. .

High temperature depositions. Other attempts to alter the

microstructure of thin films were made by deposition onto heated -

substrates. Both room temperature and LN-2 deposited films reported

above display large numbers of crystallographic defects, which as

described in a later section, degrade the optical properties. By

depositing films onto substrates held at 200' C, microstructures with

fewer defects could be produced. A higher deposition temperature

should lead to fewer defects because the deposited atoms have more

energy to diffuse to more favorable positions. Temperatures above 2000

C, however, produced films which were very strongly bonded to the

substrate and hence could not be removed for examination. A

representative thin film deposited at 200' C which was "floated-off" areprsenatie thn flm epostedat 00
°  

whch as foatd-of"

• ,

0I
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Figure 28 Thin film deposited at high temperature. a) TEN micrograph
showing large defect free grains; b) corresponding SAD
pattern.
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silica substrate and its corresponding SAD pattern are shown in Figures

28a and 28b. The absence of any contrast in many of the grains P%

indicates a highly ordered crystal structure. The grains are again

polygonal in shape with an average size of 800 A. The SAD pattern

shows that the preferred orientation is still maintained, but several

of the other hexagonal reflections are now more predominant. Although

fewer crystallographic defects are observed in these films, the "bulk" S

structure was found to be very nonuniform. Variation in color of the "

film across the substrate indicated a variation in composition and/or

thickness, which made these films unsuitable for optical studies. Films .

deposited at temperatures greater than 2000 C were found to be even

more nonuniform. The nonuniformities result from nonuniform thermal

contact because silica substrates are such poor conductors of heat.

Thermal contact paste was not used due to concerns about contamination

from the paste. The nonuniformities encountered at high deposition

temperatures will be detailed more thoroughly in a following section on

the scanning electron microscopy of thin films.

Heat treated thin films. Once the optical properties of as-

deposited thin films were determined, it became apparent that to obtain

optimum optical properties some type of thermal treatment had to be

conducted on the films to remove the defect structure produced by the

deposition process. However, due to difficulties with the increased ,

bonding strength of thin films to substrates as a result of even mild

heat treatments, very few TEM micrographs were obtained. The primary'

technique used for observing the microstructure of heat treated thin

films was by SE.M, and the results are presented in the following

zw* <
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section. The TEM micrographs that were obtained of a heat treated film

are shown in Figures 29a and 29b, and the SAD pattern for this film is

shown in Figure 30. A film with an original thickness of 1000 A was

deposited on a NaCl substrate and then heat treated to 6500 C for 4

minutes. By dissolving the substrate the film was captured on a TEM

carrier grid. The micrographs in Figure 29 show the film to be very .-

porous with an interconnected grain network. This high porosity

results when a large amount of grain growth occurs in a very thin film

because there simply is not enough material to produce a continuous

structure. The grains within the network display an average size of ,

2000 A and many dislocations, stacking faults and bend contours are

indicated by the variation in contrast observed within grains. These

defects might be intrinsic or they may have occurred when the film was .

"floated-off" the substrate. It is interesting to note that very few

if any microtwins can be observed in this structure. This result

indicates further that these defects are growth related. The SAD.

pattern shown in Figure 30 displays a single crystal pattern with a

basal plane zone axis, which means that the preferred orientation

observed in as-deposited films is maintained after heat treatment, . .

although this orientation may have been enhanced somewhat because the

film was heated on a crystalline substrate.

Scanning electron microscopy

As-deposited thin films. The microstructure of thin films was

determined by SEM for several reasons. As explained above, most heat

treated thin films could not be removed from their substrates for TEM

-. ..-.-..-.-
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"."Figure 29 Thin film deposited on NaCi substrate and subsequently heat

"" treated, a) TEMl micrograph showing porous network; b) TEJI

'"micrograph showing dislocations and stacking faults.jI
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0 examination. Also, films of useful thickness for optical studies were

much too thick for TEN. Finally, no specimen preparation was required

to examine the films, other than mounting the substrate with film on a

specimen holder. This afforded the ability to examine any type of film

regardless of thickness or treatment. The limited resolution of the

SEM, initially, was a problem, especially for as-deposited thin films

with very small grain size. However, optimization of the technique

yielded high magnification SEN micrographs (86,CO0X with 400A

resolution).

The typical low magnification structure seen in 1.0 "m thick films

deposited at room temperature is shown in Figure 31a. The micrograph

shows these films to be of very high quality with very few 'Large

S. typical of these films are shown in Figure 31b. By making line

intercept measurements on Figure 31b, and assuming that the change in

contrast from point to point is due to a grain boundary, an average

grain size of 480 Ais measured. Although this number is only

-' approximate, this size is nearly twice that measured by TEN
observations and is slightly less than the size observed by Martil et0

al. The difference in size between TEN and SEN observations of the

films studied here is greater than the difference in magnification

calibration between the two instruments, therefore the difference is

most likely due to the fact that the grain size observed at the surface

of a thin film is not the same as that observed in the interior. Also,

because the SEN micrographs were obtained near the resolution limit Of

the microscope, there is considerable distortion of the image. The one

.5%
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conclusion derived from SEM micrographs that cannot be readily -

determined by TEM relates to the lack of flatness on the surface of

" these films, on this size scale. This may be the result of columnar

growth on a very fine scale.

The columnar structure observed by TEM in thin films deposited at

LN2 temperatures is not readily seen by SEM, as shown in Figure 32.

The size of the structure observed in this 1.0 wm film is greater than S

the grain size observed by SFM of room temperature deposited films,
N% .

albeit this is a much lower resolution micrograph so the size may be

distorted. By referring back to Figure 26 one can see that the width S

of the columns is approximately 500 A. The size measured here is

approximately 800 A, which is similar to the differences between the'

grain size measured by TEM and S&M on room temperature deposited films. 0

From Figure 32 it is not possible to determine that a semi-amorphous

columnar structure is present in this thicker film, which is one

drawback of using SEM for microstructure determinations. S

Other capabilities of the SEM, however, make the observation of

other physical properties possible. The nonuniformities seen in films

deposited at temperatures greater than 200' C are greatly enhanced by 0

imaging backscattered electrons from the film. The energy of

backscattered electrons is dependent upon composition, so the contrast

observed in the micrograph of Figure 33 is related to the compositional •

nonuniformities of a film deposited at 3000 C. These results correlate

well with those reported by Cook and Christy, who found that

deposition above 00' C yielded poor quality thin films. 7he large I

% 0
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differences in sticking coefficients of cadmium andA su>:-,r a3 :gr

temperatures is responsible for this result.

Heat treated thin films. Furnace heat treatments similar t-- tnose

carried out by Martil et al.4 were used to study the grain growtn- of 4.

thin films, in addition to heat treatments by rapid thermal annealing.

Optimum film properties were obtained by furnace heat treating to 500'

C for 5 hours, or to 6500 C for 4 minutes. Typical microstructures

obtained of 8000 A thick films subjected to these heat treatments are

shown in Figures 34a and 34b. The grains appear isotropic with anIN

average size (determined by a line intercept method) of 2850 A for the

500' C treatment and 3000 A for the 650' C treatment. These grain

sizes are similar to the size observed in the porous network displayed

in the TEM micrograph of a very thin film heated to these temperatures

(Figure 28). Thermal shock, mismatch of the film and substrate

expansion coefficients, or excessive grain growth could be responsible

for the cracking of films which is sometimes observed when films are

subjected to fast furnace heating rates. This cracking is shown in

Figure 35.I

From other heat treatments at 200 and 3500 C for times of 5 hours,

it was found that the grain size exhibited two regions of growth. This

is shown in Figure 36, which is a plot of average grain size versusU

reciprocal temperature, for constant time. The two regions of growth

exhibited in the plot are a classical indication that two different

-p mechanisms are responsible for grain growth in these films. At lowN

temperatures the grain growth is slow with a nearly constant rate.

This is an indication that grain growth occurs only by grain boundary 1
%
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Figure 34 SEll micrographs of heat treated thin films, a) heat

treated 650* for 4 min; b) heat treated 5000 C for five

hours.
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cracking seen in the furnace heat treated films is a result of the

large and rapid grain growth that occurs.

X-ray diffraction experiments

Diffraction spectra. Although SEN observations gave an indication0

of microstructure morphology of thicker films, the technique did not

provide any crystal structure information. To determine the 0

crystallography of thicker films X-ray diffraction (XRD) was used. The

computer controlled diffractometer used for these measurements greatly

facilitated the determination of microstru~cture changes with heat
%

treatment, as well as permitting quantitative analysis of X-ray /

spectra. Programs for calculating diffraction peak line broadening due

to strain and size effects and for calculating precision lattice

constants were available with this system.

The diffraction spectra obtained from films 8000 Athick,

deposited at three different temperatures are displayed in Figure 38

and the diffraction spectra obtained after heat treating these films

are shown in Figure 39. Many of the features observed in SA.D patterns

are evident in these X-ray diffraction patterns. The broad band peak

centered at 200 in all patterns is due to amorphous scattering from

the substrate.

In Figure 38a, of a film deposited at LN2 temperatures, the

amorphous peak is much more intense and the intensity of the (0002)
41.

peak is considerably reduced. This supports the results obtained from

TEM analysis that the structure of these films is highly disordered,

but there is some indication of crystallinity. After heat treatment,

% %.. . . . .,.%,
A~~~. A .LR
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Figure 3ga shows the amorphous peak to be greatly reduced andS

crystallization has taken place with the strong cubic preferred

orientation.

Figure 38b shows that films deposited at room temperature exhibit

a strong cubic preferred orientation which is shown by diffraction at

(0001) where 1=2-,4,6. The other hexagonal lines seen in SAD patterns

are not as readily observable in this pattern, particularly the other
VP

two lines which are closely spaced to the (0002) peak. Those two lines

were clearly resolved in SAD patterns, but appear to be totally absent

here. This shows how much more sensitive electron diffraction is to

the local crystal structure. When this film is heat treated, the

preferred orientation is maintained as shown in Figure 39b. All

diffraction peaks become much narrower and more intense, as an

indication of grain growth. Figure 39c indicates that when this film -

is heat treated to an even higher temperature, the orientation is

maintained, but the intensity of other hexagonal diffraction lines is

increased.

The most predominant hexagonal lines are seen in the )W pattern

obtained from a film deposited at 3000 C, shown in Figure 38c. Again a

preferred orientation is indicated, but other hexagonal lines are shown

to occur in a different ratio to the cubic lines, which indicates there

is another orientation present. This second orientation was not

observed in the TEN analysis because the film examined was deposited at

2000 C. It appears this orientation only occurs at higher

temperatures.
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Figure 39 X-ray diffraction patterns of heat treated thin films from
Figure 38; a) film of Figure 38a, heat treated 500' C, one

hour; b) film of Figure 38b, same heat treatment; c) film
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Strain determinations. Residual strain in thin films can be

manifested as both a shift and a broadening of X-ray diffraction lines.

However, broadening of X-ray lines due to strain will only occur if a .F

nonuniform mic:ostrain is present (usually due to plastic deformat-on).

Broadening usually is a result of a very small grain size. Digital

manipulation of the diffraction data permitted determination of peak

broadening due to nonuniform strain and grain size effects by use of an

utility program available in the APD computer. The computer program,

however, does not calculate the uniform strain which would produce a

shift in peak positions. Residual uniform strain was determined by

comparing the position of the (0006) diffraction line in thin films to

the position observed in a powdered sample of CdS. By differentiating . .,.

Bragg's law, the change in lattice rarameter due to a uniform strain 0

was calculated from the shift observed in the peak positions. 6 2

Figure 40a shows a comparison of the broadening and peak position seen

in films deposited at two different rates and the line width and 0

position which results when these films are fully annealed. The tick

mark shows the position of the (0006) line of the powdered sample. The

calculated uniform strain which would produce the observed line shifts ]

and the effective mean nonuniform strain and effective mean grain size

that would produce the broadening are listed in Table 2. Also shown

are the values which would cause the broadening if only grain size S

effects were present.

Thin films were considered to be uniformly strained, therefore the

results calculated by the APD program for nonuniform strain are not S

considered relevant. The grain size effects listed in the last column

Cie
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Figure 40 Analysis of X-ray diffraction spectra. a) (0006) X-ray

diffraction peak of two as-deposited and one furnace heat
treated thin films showing position shift and broadening 0

due to strain and grain size effects; b) plot of c-axis

lattice parameter versus Nelson-Riley function for

precision lattice determination.
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TABLE 2

Calculated strain and size effects which would produce the
X-ray line shifts and broadening observed in diffraction patterns 0

Effective Calculated Size 0
Nonuniform Effective Uniform Effects .

Sample Mean Strain I  Mean Size1  Strain 2  Only3

7 7A --.-. I
ASDP I A/sec 0.189 1148.7 0.16 252.7 0

ASDP 5 A/sec 0.179 1983.6 0.39 284.3

FHT 650 C 0.041 2528.0 0.08 1005.2

RTA 650 C 0.122 837.8 0.12 332.6

Key: ASDP - as-deposited; FHT - furnace heat treated;
RTA rapid thermal anneal. Heat treated films were deposited at

1 A/sec

'Calculated with utility program available in APD computer. Mean
values are given which would combine to cause the observed broadening.

2Calculated from shift in X-ray line position.

3Calculated with utility program available in APD computer. Values of
grain size which would produce the observed broadening.

%a
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of the Table do, however, correlate closely to grain size observed by -I

TIM for as-deposited thin films. The shift of the higher rate film to

a smaller two-theta value indicates the presence of a tensile stress.

I Higher stress levels in higher rate films may be due to growth related

defects and the inclusion of impurities. The higher stress level in

these films causes the film to exfoliate within several hours afterj

exposure to the atmosphere. Figure 41a shows an optical micrograph of

d%
a film exhibiting the onset of this exfoliation, and Figure 41b .

displays the appearance of a film after several days of exposure. The .%Ii

appearance of the exfoliation shown in Figure 41a is characteristic of

a tensile stress. Exposure to atmosphere leads to the absorption of

water on the fiLmr surface, which apparently increases the stress to a '-

value large enough to cause the film to break away from the substrate.

Some type of stress related corrosion process may also contribute to

this result. Lower deposition rate films were found to be stable with

exposure to the atmosphere indefinitely, so X-ray line shift due to

uniform strain was expected to be less.

Precision lattice constant. A calculation of the precision ...

lattice constant of heat treated thin films was made from the positions 3

of diffraction peaks measured from thin films. Due to the strong

preferred orientation only the c-axis lattice constant could be

determined and because small two-theta values had to be used, the

calculated lattice parameter was plotted versus the Nel _ -Riley _

function.63 The plot shown in Figure 40b indicates an extrapolated
[ '" '€IJ

lattice parameter of co=6.707 A, which is 0.09% less than the JCPDS S

card file value of 6.713 A.6 3

r -.1

( %
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Compositional Analysis -

Stoichiometrv determination of target material -.

1%The first parameter needed to establish the composition -

stoichiometry of thin films was the composition of the target material

from which films were made. Once this composition was determined, the " '

target material could be used as a standard for all other analytical...-

techniques. Both induction coupled plasma (ICP) and electron probe

microanalysis (EPMA) were used to determine the stoichiometrv of the r,

target material. These two techniques are by far the most quantitative '

because the results are determined by comparison to known standards.

Additional measurements were made by standardless techniques which rely -..

on sensitivity factors for quantitative analysis, such as: X-ravy."J'-

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) and Auger electron spectroscopy (AES).

The manufacturer of the target material claimed the composition to be .,,.

slightly sulfur rich, but as can be seen Table 3, both ICP and EPMA ,.

data indicate the target material to be slightly cadmium rich, although 0

the variation is within a few standard deviations of each other. In ".-

either case the results indicate the target material to be .

stoichiometric to 0.50 %, which for the other analytical techniques

used to measure thin films, is an acceptable variation. XPS gives a --

result that is very close to the excepted value; however, A.ES shows a.'-

-"-S<

very large difference from the other results which demonstrates that

the technique is not useful for determining absolute ncentrations,.'"

but as described below, the technique is very sensitive for determining '

differences between samples.

,-%
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TABLE 3 -€1
".- Concentrations in atomic percent of cadmium and sulfur .' "

' found in target material

k Analytical •

Technique Cd concentration S concentration

ICP 50.96 +1- 0.09 49.04 0/- C.1 : .

EPMA 50.33 +/- 0.21 49.67 +/- 0.2'

XPS 51 49

AES 60.7 39.3

%~h

,-. ,.7-:2-
_ . -.-.,
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The results for the four different analytical techniques used for -

determining the composition of thin films are listed in Table 4. The

absolute values of the sulfur and cadmium concentrations are shon to %

vary greatly between different techniques; however, the difference

between as-deposited and heat treated thin films is nearly the same in

each case, except for the XPS results. Films that were heat treated to

650' C were used because of their use for optical properties studies.

They were also found to show the greatest difference. The discrepanc;

in the XPS results for heat treated thin films and the implications of ft. -

the results of the other techniques will be discussed below. The S

primary indication of these results, however, is that as-deposited thin

films contain 2% excess sulfur and once they are heat treated, this

excess increases to 4%. As indicated by the precision lattice 0

parameter described above, the unit cell of heat treated thin films is

very close to the ideal structure of CdS, so very little of this excess

sulfur is interstitial, or verv few cadmium vacancies are present. S

This means tnat the sulfur must be a second phase.

Analvtical technicues S

Use of electron probe microanalysis (EPMA) for determining the

composition of thin films was first thought to be the best method and

most quantitative, for the same reasons stated above. Not even S

qualitative results, however, could be obtained. .e standard ZAF or

toz 4 0 programs used to calculate composition consistently gave results

of less than 100 weight percent for the composition of thin films. S

Even a thin film program which relies on some approximations, did not

r °

ft . -"- *X-
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TABLE 4 •

Comparison of results from different analytical techniques
used to determine the composition of thin films

As Deposited Heat Treated

Analytical Atomic % Atomic %
Technique Cd S Cd S

EDS 47.7 52.3 46.8 53.2

XRF 44.6 55.4 43.1 56.9

XPS 50.6 49.4 70.9 29.1
AES 37.3(47.6) 62.7(52.4) 35.7(46.0) 64.3(54.0)

r.

" " .20
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produce a reasonable result. It could not be determined if there was a

problem with the software or the instrument. Even if EPMA results

could have been obtained it would have been impractical to analyze Q W*

every film produced and every heat treatment studied.

X-ray fluorescence was originally considered to be the best

technique for the general analysis of thin film composition for several

reasons: 1)the intensities of the X-ray fluorescence lines should be

directly proportional to the amount of material present in the thin

film, 2)high peak intensities gave a large signal to noise ratio, 3)no

sample preparation was necessary and analysis was quick (typically 15

minutes), 4)film thickness could be readily determined and 5)the

results were found to be very reproducible. Different films that were *,

deposited under exactly in the same conditions and heat treated exactly

the same way were found to give nearly the same peak intensities for

the cadmium and sulfur lines. An example of this reproducibility is

shown in Figure 42 which shows peak intensity and integrated peak

intensity ratios for several identical samples. A problem with the

technique occurs if a linear correlation factor is used to calibrate

the XRF spectra obtained from thin films: the amount of sulfur appears

to be too high, when compared to the other techniques. The correlation

factor is based on the ratio of the intensities of the cadmium and

sulfur lines obtained from the target material, assuming a 9

stoichiometric composition for the target. One - ssible explanation

for the high value is that a matrix effect that alters the ratio of the

X-ray lines measured for the target material may not occur in a thin

%" % %
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film, which would lead to an incorrect correlation factor and incorrect -

estimation of the composition of thin films.

The reproducibility obtained by XRF could not be accomplished by %

energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) obtained during SEM observations.

This was primarily due to the inability to measure the specimen current

of the electron beam used to generate secondary electrons for imaging

and X-rays for composition analysis. Widely different intensity values

were often obtained from the same sample when measured at different

times. This problem was alleviated to some degree by mounting a piece 1
of target material on each sample mount so that the intensities of the

X-ray lines obtained from thin films could be normalized to a standard.

A hole was drilled in the sample mounts so that the surface of the ' J
target material would be level with the substrates and geometric

differences would be reduced. Again, a correlation factor was used to

calculate the composition of thin films based on the intensities of the

X-ray lines measured from the target material. The matrix effect that 0

might occur in XRF would be less pronounced in EDS, because the

electron penetration depth that generates X-rays is much less than the

r X-ray line that produces the secondary fluorescence in XRF. -

The absolute values of the composition obtained by Auger electron

spectroscopy (AES) are considered to be reasonable since the accuracy

of the technique is limited to +/-30% when published values of the

sensitivity factors are used. 5 7 However, sin_ very similar values for

the composition of the target material were obtained, a very simple

correction factor can be applied to the sensitivity factors to give the S

correct results. The corrected concentrations are given in parenthesis
-..

-0 -
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in Table 4, and they show comparable results to the other techniques.

Typical ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .. AE pcr-otie rm agtmtriladha tetdti

flsare shown in Figure 43a and 43b. The shape of the peaks are

qualtatielythe same, although the heat treated spectrum has been

shifted to higher energy due to a charging effect. The difference

between the ratios of the Cd peak-to-peak distance to the sulfur peak- / :-

to-peak distance gives a quantitative indication of the difference in

the concentration of cadmium in the two samples. AES should be very

quantitative for measuring the differences between similar samples, so

the values obtained most likely represent the true difference, although

Toatmtto determine the chemical state of the sulfur, X-ray 0

phooeectonspectroscopy (XPS) was used. This technique is very

sensitive to changes in the binding energy of core electrons, which .-.

reflects changes in the local chemical environment.58  The presence of

significant concentrations of free sulfur, would either shift the

sulfur lines, split, or broaden them. A high resolution scan of the

sulfur 2p transition for an as-deposited (ASDP) and a furnace heat0

treated (FHT) thin film are shown in Figure 44. Both films were

deposited at room temperature and at a rate of 1 A/sec. Very little A,

shift is observed and no significant broadening is seen. The position

of the 2p transition for free sulfur would be at a binding energy of

165 eV. The only unique feature is the two shake-up peaks, labeled SU

and both of these show very little shift in energy. The satellite peak 0

labeled SAT is an artifact peak and has no meaning..
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Figure 44 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) high resolution scan
of sulfur 2p peak, exhibited by an as-deposited (ASDP) and

a furnace heat treated (FHT) thin film. Heat treated thin
film peak shifted slightly to higher binding energy.

Shake-up peaks are indicated by SU and satellite peak is
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As indicated in Table 4, there is significant differences between -

as-deposited and heat treated thin films. The concentration

calculations in XPS are based on quantification factors and on
%m

integrated peak intensities. Since the factors are constants, the

result presented in Table 4 indicate that the integrated area of the

cadmium peak has nearly doubled in heat treated films as compared to as

deposited. A high resolution scan of the cadmium 3p5 and 3p3

transitions is shown in Figure 45. Surprisingly there is a significant

shift in the peak position in addition to a broadening. By comparison

to published XPS spectra on cadmium copond thssifAol
compounds~ this shit oud

possibly correspond to cadmium bonded to oxygen. The survey scans

displayed in Figure 46 and Figure 47 exhibit oxygen Is peaks in both

films and the peak appears to be more intense in the heat treated film

(compare the height of the 0 Is peak to the Cd 3p3 peak). Figure 48a

displays a high resolution scan of the oxygen peak and Figure 48b shows

the same scan after a one minute sputter etch, which removes

approximately 100 A. The large reduction in the intensity of this speak

after sputtering is an indication that a thin oxidized surface laver is

present. Unfortunately, a high resolution scan of the Cd 3d peaks was

not acquired after the sputter etch to deter-mine if the shift in the V*

peak position is due to the oxidized surface layer. Analysis was I
performed on a second XPS instrument (Perkin-Elmer) which was equipped

with a sputter gun. The results for a 1-..t treated film before and

after a one minute sputter etch are shown in Figure 49. Several

differences between this spectrum and the spectrum obtained with the

Kratos XPS can be observed. First, the 3d peaks in Figure 49 are
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nearly twice as wide as the peaks seen in Figure 45. Second, the peaks -

are shifted to lower binding energy and third, a very definite doublet

peak is observed. The first two differences may be due to charging

effects. Charging was not observed in the Kratos spectrum (Figure 45)

because a low energy electron flood gun was used to compensate the

build-up of static charge.58 The clear resolution of a doublet that

was not resolved in Figure 45 is, however, an anomalous result. Also,

unexpectedly, the Cd peaks have shifted in the opposite direction after ..-

the sputter etch. This may be due to preferential sputtering of the

sulfur, so that more metallic cadmium is present. It may also be due

to a change in grounding potential, which would effect the static

charge built-up on the sample.

Apparently XPS is not sensitive enough to determine if the small

amount of excess sulfur present in thin films exists as a distributed

second phase. The final technique that was used to determine this

distribution is X-ray mapping. Although this type of X-ray analysis by .

EPMA would have been the most quantitative, the probe size used in the

EPMA is not small enough to spatially resolve the grain boundaries of .: "

thin films, which is where the sulfur is most likely to exist. By

using EDS X-ray mapping with the SEM, high spatial resolution could be

obtaned. Simultaneous maps of sulfur and cadmium were acquired at a

magnification of 20,000X, which represented about 150 grains. A low 0

energy electron beam of 10KV was sed to reduce to volume of material B.- * -

sampled and a high density 256 x 256 image, with 8 bit resolution, and

a 200 msec dwell time was used to generate the X-ray maps. Even at i

this high magnification, if the cadmium and sulfur were evenly ... ,

z. . ",: . " ,,_ %.-" ." " 'i ,-"-?Z .-P.Y.-.,"-%-".. .- " " -"/" '., '-"'-'-'-'' < '- "-'-''-''-" '- '-' .'-.-'-" "'.''.," ",-- ,: ": "" ,','%-".%. ,.'
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distributed, an image with very little contrast should result. The

area sampled is displayed in Figure 50, which is a digitized SEN image.

The contrast that is observed is due to the grain boundaries of the

surface grains and can be compared to the contrast observed in a normal

SEM micrograph, shown in Figure 39. Figure 51a shows that the cadmium

map has a low even contrast, but the sulfur map shown in Figure 51b is

highly mottled, indicating an uneven distribution of sulfur. This

indicates that the sulfur is distributed as a second phase, at the

grain boundaries.

Co-Sputter Alternating Deposition

Microstructure

The purpose of making COSAD films was to produce a two phase

structure, in which very small crystallites of CdS are embedded in a

glass matrix. The intent of this phase of the research was to

determine if a structure could be produced in a thin film with small

. semiconductor microcrystallites isolated in a dielectric matrix with

the crystals small enough for quantum confinement. Thin films made by

, COSA.D were therefore primarily analyzed by transmission electron

microscopy, since the required size of the crystallites was less than

100 A. By changing the ratio of deposited CdS to glass different ]
p structures could be produced. The most stable films were those made

with a small ratio of CdS to glass, while films ..,.de with equal ratios

." were found to phase separate during examination in the TEM. An example

of the two extremes of the variation that could be produced will be

described here.

I
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COSAD films with equal proportions of semiconductor and glass were

the first to be produced. These films will be referred to as COSAD1.

A representative film which was deposited onto a carbon support filmn is

* shown in Figure 52a. The structure appears very indistinct and appears

to be amorphous, but the SAD pattern shown in Figure 52b indicates

there is some crystallinity in the structure. If the electron beam is

;7. condensed on this type of film, the structure is found to phase

N separate very quickly, as displayed in Figure 53a. The SAL pattern in

53b shows that a significant amount of crystallization has occurred and

the pattern indicates a hexagonal CdS non-oriented crystal structure.

If this type of film is furnace heat treated a significant change

in microstructure also occurs. Heat treating to 5000 C results in

total phase separation and the growth of spherical shaped CdS 0

crystallites, with an average size of 300 k. This structure is shown

in Figure 54. By heating this type of film to 6500 C, these

crystallites are found to grow and form a fairly evenly dispersed I

bimodal size distribution microstructure, which is shown in Figure 55a.

The average size of the larger spherical crystals is 700 A and the

* smaller crystallites have an average size of 200 A. The SAD pattern

for this structure is shown in Figure 55b. All the reflections for

hexagonal CdS are present, in addition to some reflections for an

unidentified phase. Because these reflections are so closely spaced in

the pattern, it was not possible to determine their source by dark

field imaging. A typical dark field image obtained from the inner most

diffraction rings is shown in Figure 56. The bright crystals in the

-a. image are those which are properly oriented for diffraction and as can

% -

_N- A
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exposure to condensed electron beam; b) SAD pattern. .
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Figure 56 Dark field TB2I image of COSADi thin film shown in FigureS
55a.
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be seen, crystals of both size distribution are lit up. The dark field

image also shows that several of the large crystals are twinned, , %

indicated by the change in contrast within a crystal. Another

abnormality exhibited by the higher temperature heat treated films was

the additional appearance of large faceted shaped crystals, shown in

Figure 57. The crystallographic identity of these crystals could not

be determined; however, they were only found in certain areas of the

film, and they may correspond to some type of contamination.
.k

COSAD films which were made by controlling the alternating

deposition process with a computer controlled stepping motor could be

produced with very low ratios of CdS in the glass. Alternating layers

of material could be produced by stopping the substrate over a source

for a given amount of time. This permitted the deposition of several 0
-' - .-

monolayers in each pass. Ratios which resulted in about 5% CdS

dispersed in the glass (designated COSAD2) resulted in structures such --,j

as the one displayed in Figure 58a. The extremely fine dark structure

in the micrograph is most likely due to CdS microcrystallites; however,

the accompanying SAD pattern (Figure 58b) indicates the structure to be

amorphous. When the electron beam is condensed on this type of film a

phase separation is shown to occur, but as exhibited in Figure 59a it

grows to a smaller size than shown in Figure 53a. The accompanying SAD -

pattern in Figure 59b also indicates that the structure is still

amorphous.

When this type of film is heat treated to 650' C, two different

structures result. First, large semi-faceted shaped crystals are

exhibited as shown in Figure 60a. Although a single crystal " '

I n~
" .. ....
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diffraction pattern could be obtained from these crystals (shown in

Figure 60b), they could not be identified. Again these large crystals

were found to be unevenly distributed on the film and therefore

* considered to be due to contamination. At very high magnification, the L..

second structure of these films can be observed. Very small spherical

microcrystallites, of 50 A approximate size are shown in Figure 61.

Only a very diffuse diffraction pattern shown in Figure 60b could be

obtained, so it is difficult to identify the microcrystallites as CdS,

although the pattern does resemble the pattern of the semi-amorphous

LN2 film described above. A large number of these microcrystallites is U

seen, so a stronger pattern should result. This particular film, J

however, is relatively thick (% 3000 A), so it only appears there are

many microcrystallites. The pattern is diffuse because the glass

matrix has a much larger volume fraction compared to the

microcrystallites.

Composition j
Very little compositional analysis was carried out on COSA films,

primarily because most of the films made were for TEM analysis, and

therefore were too thin for quantitative analysis. The composition of

a few of the phase separated particles discussed above however, were .-
:etermined by EDS while imaging the film in the STEM mode of the JEOL

eectron microscope. ine particles were found to contaii

..: and sulfur, but the intensity levels for these two peaks were.'I

get an accurate determination of the stoichiometrv. This I

.> ar' true of the particles displayed in Figure 61. A

I
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S typical EDS X-ray spectrum obtained while operating the JEOL 200 CX in

the STEM mode is shown in Figure 62. This spectrum was acquired from

the film displayed in Figure 61 and it shows that the particles are

.:e

CdS. Except for silicon, the other constituents of the glass matrix

(e.g. Ca and K) could not be determined with this technique because of

their low concentration and the thickness of the film. The copper peak

originates from the TEM support grid.

The compositions of thicker films made for optical analysis were

determined by KRF. One difficulty encountered in using this technique

was that the potassium Ka line overlapped the cadmium L5 line, so the

amount of potassium could only be roughly determined. For COSAD films

deposited on silica substrates the total amount of silicon also could

rnot be determined, due to fluorescence of the substrate. The relative

amounts of cadmium and sulfur, however, could be determined and it was

found that peak intensity ratios very close to those of as deposited

p. pure CdS films were obtained with COSAD films with both high and low

amounts of CdS. A few COSAD films were deposited on single crystal

sapphire to determine the composition separately from that of the

substrate.

Thin Film aptical Properties

Now that -he Dhvs.cal properties of thin films have teen fully

Adscr:be1, tne results tha* ire central to this .issertati)n will be

prksente in this sect: )n. These results describe how She changes .n

m , r' c: :rS rr-; ce , Pr var ,)us treatments a ffe,.ct _he ept a '

pr per :s. -v s : e ab srpt n, pnoto liunnescence, and resonant

o.A ".P5 ~~ - -*. - -~-.~-.5*95 ~ °'. . ..
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Raman scattering were utilized at both room temperature and low

temperatures to fully characterize the optical properties of thin

films.

Absorption Spectra

UV-VIS absorption was used in this study to establish the

relationship between thin film processing conditions and their effect

on the band structure of the material. The main emphasis of this study

P. as stated before, was to produce a thin film with the same optical

properties as those of bulk single crystal material. From theS

measurement of absorption spectra, it was possible to determine the

presence of band defects such as band tailing, to determine the

temperature dependence of the band gap energy and at low temperatures,

-. to observe exciton transitions.

By examining the shape of the absorption edge, a qualitative

5 measure of the band gap structure could be determined. At energies

below the absorption edge, the sharpness of the transition from low

absorption to the edge gives an indication of the amount of band

tailing. Only transitions which conserve momentum are allowed,

therefore, for a direct band gap semiconductor, only k equals zero

excitations occur without phonon scattering. When a great many

crystallographic defects are present in a material, then the band

structure will nor. be we-. defined. The presence of defects permits

J. transitions at other values of k to be quantum mechanicallv possible,

which in the absorption spectra is manifested as a tailing of 'he

absorption edge at low energies.

A%.
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Room temperature UV-VIS absorption -

The position of the room temperature band gap absorption edge that

was measured for as-deposited thin films was found to vary slightly

with film thickness and deposition rate, but mostly with substrate

deposition temperature. Films ranged in color from straw yellow to

dark orange to nearly black, as the deposition temperature was varied

from 300' C to LN2 . Typical spectra of films deposited at 3000 C, room

temperature, and LN2 using an absorbance scale are shown in Figure 63.

The variation in absorbance spectra with film thickness is shown in

Figure 64. As previously described, absorbance spectra show features S

above the band gap with more detail than transmission spectra. By

taking the maximum slope of the absorbance, an approximate value of the

band gap absorption edge is given and as can be seen in Figure 63, this

position for the three curves varies considerably. A listing of the

absorption edges determined by this technique for different deposition

conditions is given in Table 5. From the Table, the maximum slope •

position for films deposited under the same conditions, but with

diffe'-ent thicknesses varies only slightly and as shown in Figure 64

the shape of the absorbance curves is similar. In contrast, the shape S

and position of the three spectrum in Figure 63 of similar thickness

films deposi.ted at different temperatures is altered consiierablv. The

film depositad at 300' C Ehows very flat absorpticn above the band edge 9

indicacing a well developed band gap, but the position of tne edge is

considerably shifted to lon~yer iaveiengths which is characteristic of a .

composition change. Also, because of the inhomogeneitv of these fi>.s

there is a reduction in transmission at long wavelengths due to

t 0%
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TABLE 5

Band Edge Position for Several Different Films
Determined by Maximum Slope Method

Sample Maximum Slope Position Energy

.1* (nm) (ev)

ASDP 1 A/sec
t = 0.5 nim 507.8 2.442
t = 0.75 ].m 508.9 2.437

t = 1.0 m 509.8 2.432 (2.44Y 1

(2.37)2

ASDP 3 A/sec 508.5 2.439

. ASDP 5 A/sec 501.7 2.472

ASDP LN2  496.5 2.497

ASDP 3000 C 523.1 2.370

FHT 5000 C 505.1 2.455 (2.46) 1

5 hr. (2.45)2

'Determined by maximum sLope of absorption curve (Figure 79 a)

2Determined bv intercept method (Figure 79b)

Note: All films measured were approximately 1.0 ' m thick unless
other wise stated.

%j
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scattering losses. For the LN2 deposited film, a large amount of band I

tailing is indicated by the higher absorbance below the band edge and

higher absorbance above the band edge indicates the presence of

uncompensated defects. The overall transmission of this film is

reduced because of the presence of excess cadmium, which is the reason

for the dark color of these films. Excess cadmium is also most likely

responsible for the high absorbance above the band gap. A close S

relationship between the number of defects observed by TEM and the

amount of band tailing is observed in these films. Band tailing is an

indication of the structure of the band gap and the presence of band •

gap defects, which appear to be directly dependent on the number of

crystallographic defects.

The band tailing-crystal defect relationship is further indicated 0

when the absorbance of films heat treated to different temperatures is

measured. The lower heat treatment temperatures at 2000 and 350' C

shown in Figure 65 do not indicate much of a change in the amount of •

band tailing; however, the heat treatment to 500' C has reduced nearly -

all band tailing, which reveals a distinct absorption band below The

band edge. This is an interesting result, because this is the S

temperature at which grain growth was shown to drastically increase.

Examination of Figure 65 also shows that the higher temperature heat -

treatment results in a slight shift of the absorption edge to higher

uihergy. This might be related to the slight change in composition that

occurs at the higher heat treatment temperature.

Because there is such a strong rriationship between band tailing

and crystal structure, examining the onset of absorption in thin films

% V0V
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is a useful technique for evaluating the results of different heatI

treatments. Figure 66 shows the total absorbance curve and Figure 67

shows an expanded abscissa scale for heat treatments of 650' C 30 sec,

6500 C 4 min, and 500' C 5 hours. Figure 66 shows a structural change

between RTA and the 5000 C 5 hour heat treatment in the band tail and

all three curves show two sub-edge features, both as shoulders above

the sharp rise in absorption. Figure 67 indicates that furnace heat

treating to 650* C for 4 minutes results in nearly the same low energy '

band structure as the heat treatment at 500' C for 5 hours. A rapid

thermal anneal (RTA) film displays the same curve shape at high values

of absorbance, but as indicated in Figure 67, there still is some band

tailing present.

-C

Low temperature UV-VTS absorption

At sufficiently low temperatures, many features of the absorptionI

spectrum appear more clearly and can be related to the band structure

in these films. Spectra were be obtained at temperatures down to )* K

by cooling a sample with the closed loop heliumn refrigerator. With a "
decrease in1 temperature several changes in the absorbance curve are

observed. First the band edge shifts to higher energy, both due to a

change in the lattice parameter and to the temperature dependence of <..

the band energy. A plot of the band gap energy as a function ofS

temperature is displayed in Figure 71b.

Second, the amount of band tailing is shown to significantl,,C
decrease in heat treated films; however, the decrease is not as

predominant in as-deposited thin films. The indirect transitions which

CC ~ %~%C ~ C % C' C-C . . . ~ C- . ~ .C- %
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are responsible for most of the band tailing are phonon assisted

transitions and with the lowering of the temperature, these transitions

are no longer possible. Band tailing is not completely reduced in the

as-deposited thin films because there are other defect states present

in the band gap (created by the crystallographic defects) which do not

require phonon scattering for transitions.

The most significant change in the absorbance spectra at low

temperature is shown to occur in films heat treated at high ,

temperatures. The appearance of several sharp absorption bands which

correspond to exciton transitions are observed. Figure 68a displays

these bands and other changes in the absorbance spectra of a 1.0 ~'

thick film, deposited at 1 A/sec, that was heat treated to 6500 C foi 4 -

minutes. Shown in Figure 68b is the absorbance spectrum from a 10 umn

thick single crystal platelet of CdS, measured under the same

conditions as the thin film. The platelet was oriented with the c-axis

perpendicular to the incident beam. Above the band edge, the two sharp

peaks observed in the thin film spectrum appear similar to the platelet

spectrum, but the features are more pronounced in the thin film

spectrum. Also, the entire curve for the thin film is shifted to lower

energy. The similarities of these band edge features, however, do

indicate the presence of exciton states in the polycrystalline thin

films.

Furthe proof is afforded by plotting the absorption peaks on an

energy scale, as shown in Figure 69a. The spectrum obtained in this

study can be directly compared to reflection spectrum of a bulk single

crystal CdS shown in Figure 69b. A comparison of the peak energies is -

"t.

L"Z-6 I.*
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listed in Table 6. The absolute values of the peak energies are -
slightly different, but the energy difference between the A, B and C

levels is nearly the same in both spectra. The difference in absolute

* values may be attributed to the same source which produces the

difference in the absorption band edge, displayed in Figure 68b. The

peaks are much sharper in the reflection spectra because the technique

is very sensitive to changes in reflectivity and also because the

reflection spectrum was taken at 4.20 K. The broader peaks observed

here may be due to temperature broadening, as well as orientational

broadening in the polycrystalline films.

The observation of exciton absorption peaks was made in all films

heat treated to above 5000 C. With the large grain growth that occurs ~ /

with high temperature furnace heat treatments, it is not surprising

that exciton levels should occur in a polycrystalline thin film,

becase venwith a grain size of 3000 A, the band gap should be well

established. An interesting result however, is indicated by Figure 70S

which shows exciton levels to be present in a RTA film in which the

grain size is only 900 A. The absorption peaks are less intense and

slightly shifted, but they are definitely present. This indicates thatS

large grain growth is not required to produce polycrystalline thin

films which display exciton levels. What is needed is only the

annealing of certain defects.9

Another interesting observation is the variation of the exciton

peaks with temperature. Figure 71a shows that only a slight shift and

decrease in intensity occurs when the temperature is increased to 4'0*

K, but at 100* K the A exciton peak has become a shoulder, the B and C
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TABLE 6

V" Comparison of Exciton Reflection and Absorption .,%.

r- Peak positions :.\ -

Peak Position Energy Peak Position Energy
Exciton CdS Platelet Delta CdS Thin Film Delta

A 2.555 2.545
0.015 0.013

B 2.570 2.558
0.080 0.072

C 2.630 2.620

Note: All energy values given in electron volts, eV.":'
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excitons peaks have broadened considerably. The disappearance of the A

exciton peak at 1000 K is consistent with the calculated binding 16

energies of excitons, as the A exciton has a binding energy of 8 meV, 19

which corresponds to 920 K. Above this temperature a sharp transition

should not be possible and we see that the peak broadens into a

shoulder. It is interesting to note, however, that even at 300' K, as

shown in Figure 68, an exciton-like shoulder is still present. Figure 0

4e. 71a also shows the temperature dependence of the band edge, and a plot .'

of this variation as a function of temperature is shown in Figure 71b.

In the Bibliographic Review chapter (Chapter III), the description

of the exciton states in CdS characterized the states in terms of

crystallographic orientation and therefore their observation is

dependent on crystal orientation with respect to the polarization of

the probe beam. The fact that the grains in the films studied here

have a strong preferred orientation is one reason why all three %

I excitons are observed. In CdS single crystal platelets, all three •

excitons are observed when the E-field is perpendicular to the c-axis,

but only the B and C excitons are observed with the E-field parallel to .5.-"

,. the c-axis. Although a circularly polarized beam is used in the Lambda S

9, the beam is correctly oriented at any one point on the film because

the orientation of the grains can be considered to be circular about

the c-axis pole. TEM and X-ray diffraction results indicate that many S

grains are oriented with the basal plane of the unit cell parallel to

the film and substrate plane, so one direction vector of the unit cell %

is perpendicular to the film plane. The other two direction vectors

"- which fully describe the unit cell and crystal orientation are randomly

!" .- .5
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oriented, but should be rotated about the c-axis direction vector. It

is therefore highly probable that a grain will have the proper

orientation to the circularly polarized beam and all three exciton

transitions should be measured.

Index of refraction

Fringes of equal chromatic order. Measurement of fringes of equal

;. chromatic order (FECO) was a very useful technique for determining the

dispersion of the refractive index at wavelengths longer than the

absorption edge. Unfortunately, equation 4.4 which was used to model

the dispersion could not be used to calculate the refractive index at

the absorption edge or at shorter wavelengths. This is because the

equation over-estimates the large change in absorption coefficient that

takes place near the band edge. As shown in Figure 9 (Chapter III) the

4. refractive index for bulk CdS is found to peak at the absorption edge

and then decrease at shorter wavelengths. The problem with equation

4.4 is that it indicates that the refractive index converges to

infinity at short wavelengths. This is shown graphically in Figure 72a

and 72b, which are plots of equation 4.4, using the coefficients

obtained from the FECO spectra of two different films. Figure 72b

shows the calculated dispersion near the absorption edge. The Figures

show that the curves converge at long wavelengths and give nearly the

..ne value for the long wavelength limit of the refractive index.

However, even at a wavelength 100 nm longer than the absorption edge,

the refractive index is overestimated. Table 7 is a listing of the

refractive index calculated at different wavelengths using equation .4

.47
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TABLE 7 J, [%.

%,d. -.-

a? ." .

Comparison of Refractive Index Determined bvy.''
FECO method and Ellipsometry ,..

FECO Ellipsometry -+ .
Sample Refractive Index Refractive Index-' "

ASDP I A/s 3.036 2.667 "."

Id..°

FHT 2000 C 3. 120 2. 827.- % ..
5 hr..

FHT 3500 C 3.098 2.805.'-.-.'
5 hr....

FHT 500 ° C 2.874 2.448 "'""

5 hr..- "-•

TABLE All hat'.-. .I1

Coaione l ofa Rereatfies ndexoDetermined bye. i ii[i

- .. °' N

______ ____ _____ ____ .'--'

ASDP 1 A/s3.036 2.66

• .° o

Fl-IT 2000 3.120 2.82

5. hr.

S:.:..
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and the coefficients obtained from FECO spectra of several films. The

refractive index was calculated at a wavelength of 632 nm for

comparison to the value of refractive index obtained by ellipsometry,

listed in the last column of the Table. Table 7 shows that the FECO

method for determining refractive is only valid at long wavelengths.

Ellipsometry measurements. By using the graphical method

described in Appendix B to determine the refractive index from the

polarization angles measured with the ellipsometer, very accurate

results could be obtained. These results are useful for quantitative

comparison of different films, unfortunately this comparison could only

be made at one wavelength; i.e. 632 run, the wavelength of the HeNe

laser used with the ellipsometer. Table 7 shows there is a significant

change in refractive index when a thin film is heat treated. This

should be expected because the density of the film changes . .

considerably, particularv from high temperature heat treatments. The

results show that ellipsometry is sensitive to the slight differences

in microstructure of thin films deposited at different rates. In

addition to these advantages, the technique is also very useful for

refractive index and thickness determinations on very thin films, which

cannot be measured with the FECO technique.

Absorption coefficient. A very close approximation to the

wavelength dependence of the absorption coefficient can be made by

taking the absorbance spectra and applying a few simple relationships.

First, the extended equation for the transmission of light through a

thin film supported on a substrate (equation 4.2, Chapter III) which

.0-X.
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takes into account the reflections that take place within the film and

the resulting interference can be written as

-at
AT (5.1)

1 B Be-2 at

where

A I -R 1 1 R R2) 1 R ( 1 R 2R 3

and

B R 1R 2  1 3 2 -

Equation 5.1 can be simplified and written as."i

riA
A (5.2)

a t -a t
e B Be

and the inverse is given by

1= I a t B -a t
__e e a (5.3)

T A A

If the absorption coefficient a is assumed to be very large (c 104)

then the second term in equation 5.3 is essentially zero. Since the

absorbance is defined as the natural logarithm of inverse transmission,

then the absorption coefficient can be calculated from the absorbance

spectra by applying

% %
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a ABSORBANCE + In A (5.4)

t

U The term In A represents the losses due to reflection interference and

the value can be deter-mined from the absorbance spectra of different

thickness films, such as Figure 64, or a close approximation can be

-~ made by using the value of absorbance below the band edge, such as the
*-d-

value at 580 nm in Figure 64. The absorption coefficient spectra as a

function of energy obtained by this calculation is shown in Figure 73a

for both an as-deposited film and a heat treated film. The value of

the optical band gap is given by either the maximum in slope of this

curve, or by plotting the square of a and extrapolating the linear

portion of the curve to the intersection of the x-axis. The value of

the x-axis intercept is the band gap energy. This plot is shown in

Figure 73b for the same two films and a listing of other films and a

comparison of the different techniques for calculating the band gap is

presented in Table 5.

The above Figures and Table when compared to the data presented in

the Bibliographical Review chapter show that the thin films produced in -

this study exhibit similar results to single crystal properties. This

%'4

is another indication of the high quality of films which can be

produced by the deposition process and subsequent heat treatments that

'/ were used in this study.

Photo luminescence and Raman Spectroscopy

Photolumi.Descence offers a complementary analysis to absorption

measurements. While the optical transitions involve similar states,

% %

., .
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they are not subject to the same selection rules. For direct band gap

semiconductors, radiative recombinations generally occur near k=0.

Just as all the different defect states in the band gap lead to

Pdiscrete lines, or bands, or tailing in absorption spectra, they can

also lead to photoluminescence spectra which are indicative of these

* defects. As described earlier, the defect states that are of the

greatest interest to this study are the exciton states and

photoluminescence is an excellent technique for studying their

occurrence and behavior.

Use of the optical multichannel analyzer (OMA) and the Raman

spectrometers permitted a wide variation in the resolution and spectral

window over which the photoluminescence and Raman scattering of thin

II films could be measured. For analysis of certain thin films which

displayed very low intensity, wide band photoluminescence, the OMA

could be used with a very low dispersion grating (152 lines/mm). While 8

IL giving very poor spectral resolution this arrangement still permitted

detection of very low light levels. To measure high intensity, narrow

bandwidth peaks, the low dispersion grating was replaced with a very

high dispersion 2400 lines/mm grating. As explained in the •

Experimental Method chapter (Chapter IV) this grating permitted a

bandpass resolution of 0.9 nm, but a spectral window of only 20 nm. To
,-".

assure calibration and permit an even higher bandpass resolution, the

Raman spectrometer was used. By controlling the slit widths of the

monochromater, resolutions down to 0.05 nm could be obtained.

S
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Photoluminescence spectra

As-deposited thin films. Thin films which were deposited at room

temperature were found to only give very low intensity, broad band

photoluminescence. The defect structure of the band gap that led to

the band tailing observed in the absorbance spectra of these films is

also responsible for the low intensity observed in these measurements.

These defects states provide non-radiative processes for the relaxation

of excited states, so that the photoluminescence spectra have very low

intensities. Because there are many different states with slightly

different positions in the band gap, a broadening of the luminescence

also occurs. A typical spectrum of films deposited at low rates,

obtained at room temperature with the OMA and the low resolution-A

grating is shown in Figure 74. This is an expanded intensity scale so

the signal to noise ratio is low. The sharp peak at 457 rim is the ,

laser line used to excite the sample. Usually, the three different

broad bands observed in this spectrum would occur in all films

deposited at room temperature, but the intensity of the different bands

would vary. For example, the higher intensity band centered at 535 rn

was found to be of much lower intensity in films deposited at higher

rates and it was totally absent in films deposited at 5 A/sec. The

energy of the 535 rim band corresponds to direct transitions in the band

gap and is the "green-edge" emission that was discussed in the

Bibliographical Review chapter (Chapter III). The radiative

transitions from conduction to valance band or from shallow donor to

shallow acceptor impurity levels are characterized by this emission. -0

The two low intensity broad bands centered at 670 rum and 750 rim are
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associated with deep impurity level luminescence. The relative1

intensities of these two bands could be altered with slight changes in

the geometry of the detection system. The width of these bands made it

difficult to center the grating so that the diode array was evenly

illuminated. This is one example of problems associated with a linear%

41 diode array detection system. If the array is not evenly illuminated

- the relative intensities displayed in the emission spectra will not be

* - proportional.

Films deposited at LN2 temperatures only displayed the longer N-

wavelength bands and at an even lower intensity level. The green edge

emission is not observed in these films because the band structure is

not well defined, due to the large number of crystallographic defects.

(The long wavelength bands are observed because deep level traps do not 0

need a well established band gap to cause radiative transitions. They

can be likened to impurity color centers, which are associated with a

qsingle impurity atom, or in this case with a vacancy or interstitial 0

atom associated with an impurity. The identity of this impurity is

unknown, but some authors have reasoned that it could be a halogen atom

rsuch as chlorine.333 41

Heat treated thin films. A very significant change in the

photoluminescence of thin films occurs in films which are heat treated

at high temperatures, even for relatively short times. The intensity

of the green edge emission increases over 5x for the same excitation

intensity and the peak position shifts to a higher energy. The

40
relative intensity of an as-deposited thin film and a film heat treated

to 5000 C for 30 minutes are shown in Figure 75 and the relative peak
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decrease in temperature. Second, the peak position becomes less 9

sensitive to incident power levels, i.e. no shift occurs unless very
,x", ".*'"%

high powers are used. Finally, the most significant change which

corresponds to the exciton absorption peaks seen in the LUV-visible

spectra, is the appearance of the "blue-edge" emission peak. Because

of the narrow bandwidth of this peak the high resolution grating had to

be used in the OMA monochromater. A typical photoluminescence spectrum

of the blue edge emission exhibited by a thin film which also displayed

the measurable absorption peaks is shown in Figure 78 and a composite

spectra showing the relative intensities of the two emission bands is i

shown in Figure 79. The sharp peak at 492.3 run in Figure 78

corresponds to one of the exciton transitions, although it is not clear

which one. The first two absorption peaks in the absorbance spectrum

separated z 3 rnm should exhibit two photoluminescence peaks, but only

one can be seen here. The photoluminescence spectrum obtained from the

same single crystal platelet used in the absorption measurements

(Figure 68b) is shown in Figure 80, compared with the blue edge -,."..

emission measured in the film described above. The platelet iisplays

both the Il and 12 bound exciton peaks and as can be seen, the

transitions are much sharper and shifted to energies higher than the

photoluminescence exhibited by the thin film. The shift in position is .

identical to that seen in the absorption edge displayed in Figure 67b.

The hiape of the thin film photoluminescence is similar to the .

platelet; the high energy side is steeper. The peak width of the thin

film emission is nearly five times wider. In other work on both on

bulk single crystal CdS and CdS epitaxial thin films, exciton ".

%.-.'
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transitions were exhibited by very sharp emission bands, although these

measurements were made at lower temperatures. The measurements of

Iwo..single crystal platelets made here show that the exciton emissions are

just as sharp at 9' K. This rules out the possibility that the

emissions measured from thin films are temperature broadened. One

possible reason for the observed broadening may be orientational

broadening or the presence of grain boundaries. All materials which

have displayed sharp exciton photoluminescence have been essentially

single crystals. The impurity centers near grain boundaries which

excitons are bound to may vary in energy slightly from those impurity ",

centers within the interior of grains. This might produce the

broadening of the exciton photoluminescence observed in polycrystalline

thin films. .

The photoluminescence spectra displayed here exhibits another

difference from the absorbance spectra. The three absorbance bands

were characterized as free exciton transitions, based on their position

and shape. The blue edge emission exhibited by thin films, however, is

more characteristic of bound exciton transitions. As previously

explained, these are excitons which are bound to impurity sites.

Usually the impurity is a neutral acceptor or neutral donor, which give

rise to an I or an 12 bound exciton, respectively. It is certainlv

reasonable to expect that these types of impurity centers exist in the

thin films studied here. Sulfur interstitial atoms or cadmium vacancy
%..

atoms could act as donor impurity sites, which correlates well with the

single peak exhibited in the blue-edge emission of thin films.

However, compared to the single crystal platelet photoluminescence, the

.-5 . %r -"- . % " % % " - - .M " % % 
%
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blue-edge emission is certainly broad enough for both bound excitons to

be present. The bound exciton is a much stronger transition, so it

should be easier to detect in photoluminescence measurements. The free

exciton emission may be too low in intensity to detect. For absorption

measurements the cross section of the free exciton is much larger than

the bound exciton, because it does not have the same momentum

constraints as the bound exciton. Therefore, the absorption spectra of

free excitons should be broad and the bound exciton should exhibit a

sharp absorption band. Estimations show that the UV-VIS %

spectrophotometer may not have a high enough resolution to observe the

bound exciton absorption peaks. Photoluminescence on the other hand

does not have the same momentum constraints, therefore the emissions

will have different characteristics. Since the bound exciton has both

a higher oscillator strength and more efficient radiative conversion, "..

VP %bound excitons should be more predominant in photoluminescence spectra. , _.

The blue edge emission displays a temperature dependence similar

to optical absorption. This is shown in Figure 81. As the temperature -.

is increased, the photoluminescence peak shifts to longer wavelengths

(lower energy) and decreases in intensity. As with the UV-visible

spectra, the peak is still present at 400 K, but at 1000 K it becomes

indistinct. The Figure also shows that with an increase in temperature

the intensity of the green edge emission peak decreases. The decrease

occurs because as the temperature is increased, more phonons become

available to cause non-radiative transitions.
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Ramnan spectroscopy

The photoluminescence measurements described above were conducted

by exciting the films with a laser beam of energy much greater than the

band gap. Excited states which are generated must first drop to a

lower energy corresponding to either an impurity level, or an exciton

level by way of a non-radiative transition before a radiative

transition can occur. When a excitation energy is used that is very

close in energy to the excited state, the energy can be absorbed and

then scattered by a phonon state. The scattering by the phonon results

in the re-emission of the light at a different frequency. Because the

excitation energy is very close to the excited state level, a resonance

effect takes place and an enhancement of the scattering results. This

process is called resonant Raman scattering and in thin films it was

* found to be a very pronounced effect when a laser energy near the

energy of the exciton level was used to excite the film. Resonant

Raman scattering by the longitudinal optical (LO) phonon of the 488 nm

laser line would result in a series of equally spaced peaks that were

shifted z300 cm'1 from the laser line. These peaks were very intense

and could be measured with either the OMA or Raman spectrometers. A

typical spectrum of the first two LO phonon peaks which was acquired -

with the OMA and plotted in terms of Raman shift from the laser line is

shown in Figure 82. This spectra was acquired with similar scan

parameters "ad laser intensity as photolumninescence spectra, but the

intensity of the iLO phonon is much greater than any photoluminescence

peak. The temperature dependence of this emission is shown in Figure

83. A similar low temperature spectrum obtained with the Raman
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spectrometer and plotted in wavenumbers is displayed in Figure 84. The

-I
same laser power was used to excite the sample, but as can be seen a

much lower intensity is measured. This indicates how much lower the

light gathering ability of the Raman is compared to the OMA. The

spectra however, also show that the resonant Raman effect is strong.

Laser powers for normal Raman spectroscopy typical are in the range of

a few watts. Even with this high power the Raman scattered peaks are

very low in intensity. The laser power used to excite the samples

measured in this study was only one milliwatt! The high intensity of

the ILO peak is due to a strong interaction with the exciton state.

This is further proof of the existence of exciton levels in the

polycrystalline thin films.

COSAD Optical Properties

The microstructure analysis described in the physical properties

section has indicated that it is possible to produce structures with

finely dispersed CdS crystallites in a glass matrix thin film. The

important question about these structures is whether quantum

confinement occurs, which would be indicated by a shift in the optical

absorption edge to higher energies. Unfortunateiv, a shift could also

be produced by a change in composition. Since COSADI films were made

with a high CdS content, which once heat treated, leads to structures

too large for quantum confinement, it would be expected that any shift

in the band edge would be due to compositional effects. On the other

hand COSAD2 films should exhibit a shift due to quantum confinement,

because of the small particle size displayed in these films.
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A typical absorbance spectrum of an as-deposited COSADI film is

shown in Figure 85. The high absorption tail at short wavelengths is %

due to the glass matrix. This type of absorption is an indication of a %

nonstoichiometric oxygen content and has been shown to occur in other

glasses which were sputter deposited with an argon plasma. 6 0 The

spectrum of the as-deposited COSAD film shown in the Figure exhibits no -

appearance of a band edge, which is inconsistent with the

microstructural analysis that indicated a semi-crystalline structure.

Also shown in Figure 85 is the absorbance spectrum of a COSADI type

film heat treated to 6500 C in an air atmosphere. This spectrum, at

first, certainly appears to be the result of quantum confinement; the
. - .5.°*

band edge has shifted to 460 nm (2.70 eV) and the exciton shoulder is

more pronounced. Microstructure analysis on this type of film however,

indicated a crystallite size much too large for quantum confinement, .-

which means that this shift in band edge energy is most likely a

crystal composition effect. Further proof that this is a chemical

shift is shown in Figure 86 which displays the spectrum of a COSADI

type film heat treated in an argon atmosphere. The band edge shift is

less and the exciton shoulder is less pronounced.

It is probably not correct to call the feature on the absorption -. ,

edge an exciton shoulder, as the shape of this feature does not change

considerably as the temperature is decreased. In pure films of CdS the

room temperature shoulder resolved into two sharp absorption bands at

low temperatures. As shown in Figure 87 the shoulder does not

appreciably change shape at 90 K and there is only a small shift in the

band edge.
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A much different absorbance spectrum is displayed by the COSAD2

type films. Shown in Figure 88 are the spectra of both an as-deposited

and a heat treated thin film. Unlike COSADI films this type of film .,

shows the appearance of a band edge which is shifted to a very high -V.

energy, even in the non-heat treated state. This is an interesting -J

result, because although the microstructure of this type of film is

very small, it appeared to be amorphous. Heat treatment to 6000 C in

an argon atmosphere produced only a small change in the edge position,

but it was still shifted to a higher energy than COSADI films. The

large shift in band energy must be related to a confinement process.

Another interesting result is indicated by the absorbance scale, which

is an order of magnitude less than the scale used to measure COSADI -

films. This is an indication that there is considerably less CdS in •S
the structure of COSAD2 films.

Unfortunately no photoluminescence spectra could be obtained from

either type of COSAD film. This may be due to a dilution effect, due

to both a low CdS concentration in these films and a small thickness.

Also, because the band edge was shifted to such a high energy in the

COSAD2 films it was not possible to excite the sample, even when using

the highest energy argon laser line.
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CHAPTER VI
CONCLUSIONS

1. RF magnetron sputtering of cadmium sulfide has proven to be a

valuable deposition technique for producing high optical quality thin "dl%

films. The as-deposited thin film structure can be controlled by a

variation of the deposition rate and substrate temperature. Unique
.1%

structures can be produced by deposition onto substrates held at LN,

temperatures. A low density columnar structure is produced in which

small microcrvstallites are embedded in a semi-amorphous matrix.

Electron diffraction experiments indicate that the microcrystallites

are highly faulted, which leads to a degradation of the optical

properties. The crystallographic defects provide defect states in the

band gap which are indicated by the large amount of band tailing

observed in optical absorption spectra. Optical properties are further .

degraded by the presence of excess cadmium. The large number defects

responsible for band tailing provide non-radiative transitions so that

band edge photoluminescence is not observed in these films.

2. High density fine grained polycrystalline films result when

sputtered material is deposited onto substrates held at room

temperatures. Many of the grains appear to be faulted, with the

presence of stacking faults and microtwins. The number of faults

increases with the deposition rate, therefore the faults are related to

the growth rate of the thin film. Electron and X-ray diffraction

218
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experiments indicate the film has a very strong preferred orientation,

with the basal plane parallel to the substrate plane. It is not clear

if this orientation is nucleation or growth controlled. The close-

packed plane is the slow growth direction, which would indicate the

preferred orientation is controlled by nucleation. This same

orientation, however, was observed over a substrate temperature range

of nearly 5000 K and with various substrate materials. It is unusual

that a nucleation controlled process would extend over such a largeN

temperature range, although with this material the nucleation range may

be very wide. A combined effect may actually control the process if

the crystallites can be modeled as thin disks. Once the initial., '

orientation is nucleated, only a small step in the z-direction could%

cause a large increase in growth in the lateral direction. X-ray line 0

shifts indicate films deposited at high rates contain large residual

tensile stresses, which leads to their exfoliation when exposed to the

atmosphere. Optical absorption spectra indicate some band tailing to

be present in room temperature deposited films, which is related to the

crystallographic defects that are present. The band structure in these

films is defined well enough so that band edge photoluminescence is

exhibited; however, the large number of defects present in the band gap

leads to a decrease in the photo luminescence yield. .-

3. When CdS is deposited onto substrates held at high temperatures a

reduction in the number of crystallographic defects is observed. With '':

higher substrate temperatures, adsorbed atoms have more energy to move

around and find favorable positions with which to bond. The preferred

orientation is still maintained, however, other hexagonal orientations

IN



can be observed because other growth planes may become active at

higher temperatures. With the decrease in the number of

crystallographic defects, band tailing is reduced indicating a better

defined band gap; however, a shift in the absorption edge is observed.

The shift is due to a change in composition, as these films are found

to be nonstoichiometric. A higher si.fur content in these films occurs

because the sticking coefficient of cadmium is reduced at higher

substrate temperatures. Due to large nonuniforinities in the

composition across the film area a degradation in the optical

properties at wavelengths longer than the band edge occurs.

4. To produce the highest quality thin films for optical applications

a post deposition heat treatment must be instituted to remove defects'

created by the deposition and growth processes. Heat treatments of

less than 5000 C cause a small change in grain size which appears to be

linear with the increase in heat treatment temperature. Low

temperature treatments also lead to a small change in the optical

properties. Band tailing is still present and photoluminescence yield

is still low. With heat treatments to 500' C and above, a dramatic

increase in grain size occurs. Higher temperatures may provide the

activation energy required for impurity assited diffusion at the grain

boundaries. Associated with this grain growth is a reduction in the

amount of band tailing and a large increase in the photoluminescence

yield. These results are due to a removal of crystallographic defects

with grain growth, which are related to defects in the band gap.

5. For the first time absorption bands and photoluminescence

associated with exciton states have been observed in polycrystalline
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thin films. Associated with the changes in microstructure that occur

upon heat treatment to high temperatures is the appearance of exciton

levels. These levels appear as sharp absorption bands or as low

intensity blue edge photoluminescence. There is, however, considerable

broadening of the blue edge photoluminescence associated with the -

exciton levels. The shape of the emission peak is similar to that

observed in single crystal platelets; however, it is z 5 times wider.

This broadening may be due to orientation effects or the presence of

grain boundaries which provide different environments for the

annihilation of excitons to produce the photoluminescence.

6. Heat treating films by rapid thermal anneal (RTA) produces films

which also exhibit exciton levels. The grain size of these films is.'

three times smaller than furnace annealed thin films, which indicates

that for excitons to be present in sputter deposited thin films, only

the annealing of certain defects is required, not large grain growth. ',.

The actual defects which must be removed are not known, but they must

be those associated with band tailing, as the appearance of exciton

levels is coincident with the removal of band tailing. Frorn TEM ".-"

micrographs of unheat treated films, these defects most likely are the

..- stacking faults associated with microtwins.

7. Thin films were found to be nonstoichiometric, particularly after --

high temperature heat treatments where the sulfur content was found to

.5, increase to approximately 4%. The increase in sulfur is obviously due

to a loss of cadmium, which has a much higher vapor pressure than

sulfur at the heat treatment temperature. Only a small portion of the •

excess sulfur may exist interstitially, as the indication from other -
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chalcogenide compounds is that this type of defect would be limited to

less than 1%. Calculations show that if all the excess sulfur were

-d present at the grain boundaries as a thin layer, then this amount of

sulfur would be six to seven monolayers, which corresponds to a grain

boundary layer 14 A thick. For an average grain size of 3000 A, this

is not an unreasonable thickness for grain boundaries. The uneven -

contrast observed in X-ray maps of sulfur in heat treated films

indicates that there is an uneven distribution of sulfur and therefore

it may exist as small pockets, instead of a thin evenly distributed

second phase. The presents of this second phase does not effect the

optical properties significantly, but it may be responsible for the -V

large resistivity observed in high temperature heat treated thin films.

I 8. The limited study on COSAD films indicates that it is possible to

produce a structure where very fine particles of a semiconductor are

embedded in a glass matrix. By variation of the amount of CdS that is

F. co-deposited a wide variation in the structure of the film can be

accomplished. High amounts of CdS produce a film which readily phase -'.

separates during examination in the TEM. When this type of film is

heat treated to high temperatures a very distinct two phase structure S

results where the CdS is dispersed as a bimodal distribution of

spherical particles. The larger particles have an average size of 500

A, and the smaller particles are sized at 200 A. When very low

concentrations of CdS are co-deposited, then a structure which does not

phase separate results. After heat treatment, verv small particles of

less than 70 A result.
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9. Shift of the absorption edge in COSAD films appears to be mosty a

chemical shift and not due to quantum confinement. Heat treatments to

the same temperatures and times, but in different atmospheres result in

different shifts of the band edge. Heat treatments in an oxidizing

atmosphere produced a larger shift in the band edge than heat

treatments in an inert atmosphere. This could be due to the formation

of cadmium oxide, which has a larger band gap energy than cadmium

sulfide. The large shift of the band edge, however, cannot be entirely

due to the formation of an oxide, as the edge observed in films treated V'

in inert atmospheres is still considerably shifted from the energy of

pure CdS. There may be other unknown chemical effects or some

confinement process occurring. Another possible reason for the shift

could be due to surface states, which would be enhanced by the large

difference in dielectric constant at the interface and by the large

stress created by the high curvature of the spherical particles.

* 10. Thie broad shoulder on the top of the absorption edge, which

appears similar to the room temperature exciton shoulder observed in

pure films of CdS is of unknown origin in COSA.D films. The shoulder

does not change shape with decreases in temperature, although there

still could be considerable orientational broadening even at low

temperatures. Unfortunately no photoluminescence was observed in COSAD

films primarily due to a dilution effect, arising from the thickness of

the films and the relatively small amount to CdS. Photoluminescence

would have indicated the presence of excitons.
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CHAPTER VI

FUTURE WORK

There are several aspects of cadmium sulfide and COSAD thin films

which require further study and investigation.

Obviously, the first study is to make a nonlinear optical

-" .. -,

%

measurement to determine if the exciton states in the pure films of CdS *& :~

,%.' %,.~'

can be saturated to produce an effect that is comparable to the large

nonlinear refractive index observed in single crystal platelets. Since

the films are of high enough optical quality to act as thin film Fabry- *..

Perot interferometers, a very simple intensity saturation experiment

could be conducted.1 0  The only difficulty in this experiment is the

need for a high resolution tunable dye laser which can be operated in

the wavelength region of 488 rn, the wavelength required for exciton

4
saturation. A shorter wavelength, high speed pulsed laser could also

be used to measure the nonlinear absorption, (due to a free carrier

plasma) by measuring the temporal waveform of a transmitted pulse.2

If this pulsed laser could be used with the dye laser, the change in

the waveform as the laser is tuned near the exciton level would provide *

valuable information. Finally, if a nonlinear intensity saturation was

observed, then a pump-probe experiment could be carried out to

determine the switching speed of the thin film Fabry-Perot.11

Further work on the stoichiometry as a function of heat treatment ~ ,

atmosphere should be carried out to determine the influence of sulfur

224
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concentration on the band structure. Heat treatments in equilibrium

sulfur or cadmium atmospheres may produce stoichiometric thin films.

It would be interesting to know if the electrical conductivity and .-..

photoluminescence change when the excess sulfur is removed. Other post

deposition treatments which should be further investigated are heat

treatments by RTA, to determine if very small, defect free crystals

could be produced in a thin rilm. "

A large research effort should be directed towards further

investigations of COSAD thin films, since these films appear quite

promising for quantum confinement devices. Studies of the deposition

conditions and heat treatment schedules on the microstructure

development in these films could provide both a parallel confirmatioh "

of the effects observed in bulk filter glasses and permit a further F-..

understanding of the confinement processes that take place in these

materials. Photoluminescence studies of thicker films would positively

identify a confinement process, by correlation of the blue shift with

particle size. If well characterize COSAD thin films could be

produced, nonlinear optical measurements are easily made because these

films on the proper substrate should act as low loss planar waveguides.

When prisms are used to couple light into and out of thin film

waveguide, the angle at which the light couples is dependent upon the

refractive index of the film. The nonlinearity of these films could be

determined by measuring a power dependent coupling angle. If these .'. \*

experiments proved successful, then the next step would be either to .,..'-

attempt logic gate experiments by utilizing small scale integration, or

.
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examine a different semiconductor to deter-mine if a confinement process

could be induced.
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APPEND.IX A ,.'. .

BASIC PROGRAM USED FOR EXTERNAL CONTROL OF LAMBDA 9 -

..- .J-

1000 REM LAMBDA 9 CCMM1NICATIONS PROGRAM
1010 REM VER. UVVIS6.BAS
1015 REM WRITE COMMAND USED TO OUTPUT DATA TO FILE NAME *.PRN
1020 REM FOR ASYST PROGRAM INPUT AND LOT US WORKSHEET
1030 CLEAR:CLOSE:KEY OFF:CLS
1040 DIM X(3000)
1045 REM ARRAY MUST 3E LARGE ENOUGH TO ACCOMMODATE ENTIRE SCAN
1050 INPUT "TRANSMISSION OR ABSORBANCE SCAN T/A ";ANS$
1060 IF A.NS$="T" THEN 1070 ELSE 1080
1070 SB=0:PRINT "TRANSMISSION SCAN":GOTO 1090
1080 SB=5:PRINT "ABSORBANCE SCAN"
1090 INPUT "SELECT ABSCISSA MAX ";AH
1100 INPUT "SELECT ABSCISSA MIN ";AL
1110 INPUT "SELECT SCAN SPEED ";SS
1120 INPUT "SELECT EATA INTERVAL ";DI -
1130 INPUT "SELECT RESPONSE ";FR
1140 INPUT "SELECT SLIT WIDTH ";SL
1150 SL=SL*100:REM CONVERT SLIT SETTING
1160 REM CALCULATE NUMBER OF DATA POINTS
1170 XPTS-(AH-AL)/DI
1180 INPUT "SELECT NORMAL (1) OR EXTENDED RANGE (2) ";RA
1190 INPUT "SELECT CHART REGISTRATION: OFF(0),SERIAL DASH (1),

OVERLAY DASH (2)";CR
1:00 IF CR=O THEN 1260
1210 INPUT "SELECT PRINTER FUNCTION: OFF (O),GRID + SCALE (1) ";PR
I20 INPUT "SELECT PEN LINE MODE (1-4) ";PE

1230 INPUT "SELECT RECORDER FORMAT (nm/cm) ";RS
1240 INPUT "SELECT CRDIANTE MAXIMUM ";MX
1250 INPUT 'SELECT ORDINATE MINIMUM ";MI"
1260 IF CHG$="Y" THEN 1350
1270 REM OPEN COMMUNICATIONS PORT
1280 OPEN "COM:480C,E,7,1" AS/l1
1290 PRINT ill,"$RE 0" •
1300 PRINT I1,CHRS(17)
1310 INPUT 4/1,D$
1320 PRINT #/1,"$PA 2"
1330 INPUT 4/1,D$
1340 PRINT D$
1350 RE-M SET UP INSTRUMENT
1360 PRINT //,"$SB" - STR$(SB)
1370 INPUT //I,D$
1380 PRINT i1,"$AW" + STR$(AH)
1390 INPUT /I,D$
1400 PRINT ;I1,"$AL" - STR$(AL)
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1410 INPUT 41,D$
1420 PRINT #I1,"$SS" + STR$(SS)
1430 INPUT #1,D$
1440 PRINT #1,"$DI" + STR$(DI)

,1450 INPUT 4/1,D$

1460 PRINT i1,"$FR" + STR$(FR)
1470 INPUT 41,D$
1480 PRINT #I 1"$SL" + STR$(SL)
1490 INPUT 0P1,D$
1500 IF CR=0 THEN 1590
1510 PRINT #Il,"$CR" + STR$(CR)
1520 INPUT 41,D$
1530 PRINT lI,"$RS" + STR$(RS)
1540 INPUT #1,D$
1550 PRINT #!,"$PE" + STR$(PE):INPUT #l,D$
1560 PRINT hi1,"$PR" + STR$(PR):INPUT #1,D$
1570 PRINT I01,"$MX" + STR$(MX):INPUT #1,D$
1580 PRINT lt,"$MI" + STR$(MI):INPUT l1,D$:GOTO 1600
1590 PRINT 01,"$CR 0":INPUT I1,D$
1600 PRINT #1,"$RA" + STR$(RA):INPUT #l,D$
1610 PRINT CHR$(10);"CONFIRM SELECTED VALUES ON LAMBDA 9 SCREEN"
1620 INPUT "CHANGE ANY VALUES Y/N ";CHG$
1630 IF CHG$="Y" THEN 1640 ELSE 1650
1640 CLS:GOTO 1050
1650 PRINT # I ,"$SC"
1660 INPUT #I,D$
1670 PRINT D$
1680 REM PRINT DATA
1690 FOR I=1 TO XPTS+12
1700 INPUT 4/1,X$
1710 SS=LEFT$(X$,i)
1720 S=VAL(S$)
1730 IF S=0 THEN S=LEN(X$) ELSE 1750
1740 XI$=RIGHT$(X$,S-l):X$=X1$
1750 X(I)=VAL(X$)
1760 NEXT I
1770 INPUT "STORE DATA ON DISK Y/N ";ANS$
1775 IF ANS$="Y" THEN 1780 ELSE 1910

. 1780 INPUT "INSERT DATA DISK IN DRIVE A AND TYPE R ";R$
1790 IF R$="R" THEN 1800 ELSE 1780
1800 INPUT "NAME OF FILE (MAXIMUN OF 8 CHARACTERS)";FILN$
1810 IF LFN(FILN$)>8 THEN 1800
1820 IF LEN(FILN$)=0 THEN 1800
1830 OPEN "O", i2,"A:"+FILN$+".PRN"
1840 N=XPTS+11
1850 PRINT #2,AH:PRINT 02,AL:PRINT i2,DI
1860 FOR 1=1 TO 1:WRITE 112,X(I):NEXT I
'870 17 S8=0 THEN SCALE=200 ELSE 1890
1880 FCR j=ll TO N:WRITE 42,X(J)/SCALE:NEXT J:GOTO 1910
1890 SCALE=10000
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1900 FOR J=11 TO N:WRITE 42,X(J)/SCALE:NE-XT J1910 PRINT 41I "W M" : NPUT ,tl,D$ :PRI T D$ :CLOSE 42 " '

1920 INPUT "MAKE ANOTHER RUN OR STOP R/S ",ANS,
1930 IF ANS$="R" THEN 1940 ELSE 1960
1940 INPUT "ENTER NEW VALUES OR USE CLRRE.NT SETUP N/C";ANS$
1950 IF ANS$="N" THEN 1030 ELSE 1290
1960 STOP:END
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APPENDIX B
ELLIPSOMETRY

p

"hen an elliptically polarized beam of light is reflected from a

surface, its polarization direction is changed by the refractive index

and absorption coefficient of the reflecting surface. If the surface

is a thin film, then the film thickness also enters into the reflection

equations (Drude Equations).

Ellipsometer instruments can be purchased with prepackaged

computer programs to calculate the film thickness, refractive index and .

extinction coefficient from the ellipsometry data.

We recently acquired a Gaertner Ellipsometer and conducted tests

with the following results.

a)While the ellipsometer uses a laser source, and 0.01 degree of

resolution, for the polarizer and analyzer settings, the data was not

accurate enough to measure a standard.

b)The program supplied was adequate for substrates with vastly

different indices from the deposited films, but was totally useless for 6

systems where the indices were even relatively far apart, such as CdS

films on silica substrates.

Therefore, an intensive analysis of the sources of error in both .

the experimental apparatus and in the calculation program was

conducted. The results showed that with some modifications in the

instrument and with a new program, the ellipsometer can be used very
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accurately to measure the film refractive index and, if the thickness

is approximately known, to measure the film thickness.

Instrument Modifications

Sources of error in an ellipsometer are numerous but only a few

have a large effect on the results.

1. Polarizer, Analyzer. Their accuracy is very adequate (0.01°), '".-

even for fine work. Their relative alignment can be checked by placing -

the arms of the ellipsometer in line with each other. After removing

the compensator the positions of maximum transmission and extinction

can be checked. Angular tracking can then be checked by rotating the

polarizer.

2. Quarter wave plate compensator. Our ellipsometer has a fixed

compensator at +900. By inserting it into the beam, its position can

also be checked. If the compensator, is defective, it can still be ."

used with a slight modification of the equations. -.-.

3. Incidence Angle. This is the most critical adjustment in the B

instrument. A variation in the angle between source and detector of

less than 1° can change the refractive index in the first place. We

found that despite a well collimated laser source, our instrument was

designed to accommodate changes in the angle of incidence of more than

several degrees. This was done by using a wide angle collection system .

with a 2cm x 2cm photocell. This very sloppy alignment was used in

order to collect light from samples which were not plane parallel.

:IX
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Here a modification was necessary. We placed a small aperture at

the entrance to the collection optics. Then we placed the detection

photocell at the end of a 30cm long tube, behind a second small

aperture. The two apertures, separated by 30cm reduced the acceptance

angle of the detector system to: 0.2 degrees. With the arm of the

detection, this was further lowered to 0.05 degrees.

In order to accept non planar or parallel samples, the stage

was adjusted to tilt until the reflected light was aligned

with the detection system.

4. Multiple reflections. Imperfect substrates and thin

substrates can produce multiple reflection beams, arising from

substrate striae or the bottom surface. These should be masked and

only the top surface reflection should be received at the detector.

Using the above alignment procedures, two standards were run every ".

day and the angle was adjusted when necessary. Care was taken not to

IL change the alignment until the standards were again measured. An

accuracy of the 4th place in index could be obtained.

Data Analysis

Ellipsometry equations for the calculation of index and thickness,

require a measurement of the quantities X and \, as shown below.

However, the instrument yields polarizer Pi and analyzer Ai readings.

These readings can be used to calculate the values of . and -, however,

this operation is not straight forward.

*_ .
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The various polarizer and analyzer readings fall into four sets of -6

readings called zones, two zones with the fast axis of the compensator

set at +45' and two zones at -45°. There is one independent set of

readings for each zone, giving four independent sets. However, both

the polarizer and analyzer may be rotated by 180* without affecting the

results, thus yielding 16 sets of readings, which can grow to 32 sets

if the compensator is rotated by 180*. "

. 7

Depending upon which set of readings one is making, the

calculation of X and A may be different. Furthermore, Brewster's angle

(tanOB = ni/no) is about 56.30 at a glass-air interface and A changes

phase by 1800 at this point. When working at ellipsometer angles of 50

and 70', certain film substrate configurations can develop which cross

Brewster's angle. This leads to the necessity to change the X, A'

definitions.

Calculations

The equations are well known Drude Equations which will not be

reproduced here. The reader is referred to Azzam and Bashara,

Ellipsometrv and Polarized Light, North Holland 1977 and reference

number 64. A two-step approach which was developed to solve the Drude

equations to determine the refractive index and thickness will however,

be outlined here. In the first step, ni is calculated using a Lotus

routine for plotting, as follows:

a) The data is used to calculate X and A.

Ai
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b) A wide range of ni values and d values is selected and the

Drude Equations are solved for Xc and A..

c) A graphical comparison of the measured X, A is made with Xc and

A Ac for each set of n values over the range of d values. Since d varies

cyclically, it is not important which d values are used as long as they . ...

span the cycle (X).

d) This allows a rapid calculation of n since the approach of the
I-k

calculation to the data can be seen in the plots.

e) n can be calculated with desired accuracy.

f) Once n is known, d can be calculated from the Drude Equations

using the well known quadratic formula, with possible solutions at 6,

-e, 2mr-6, 2m76 where m is the integer order number. Thus the

thickness calculation cannot yield a unique value. However, if one

knows the approximate thickness, so that m may be defined, then an ...

accurate value can be obtained. '
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